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CHAPTERR 5 

Quantizationn and Reduction 

InIn this chapter we define the quantization of the moduli space J M ( S ), and show that 
thiss definition naturally generalizes the Borel Weil construction for loop groups. The 
definitionn depends on the choice of a conformal structure on £ and we investigate how 
thee quantization varies as S moves over the moduli space of extended surfaces. We 
provee a "quantization commutes with reduction" theorem, which, in view of the uglu-
ingg equals reduction" Theorem 4.16 amounts to gluing properties of the underlying 
Hilbertt spaces. 

5.1.. The Grassmannian of a Hilber t space 

Heree we give a short introduction to the Grassmannian of a Hilbert space, following 
[PS].. Let H — H+ © H- be a polarized Hilbert space. The Grassmannian Gr(H) is 
definedd as the set of subspaces W C H such that 

i)i)  The orthogonal projection onto H+, p r^ : W — H+ is Fredholm. 
ii)ii)  The orthogonal projection onto H , p r^ : W —> H  ̂ is Hubert-Schmidt. 

Lett J = P+ - P- be the polarization operator associated to the decomposition of H. 
Definee the restricted linear group of invertible operators in H by 

GLGLrcsrcs(H)(H) = {Ae GL(H) \ [A J] £ B2(H)}. 

wheree B2(H) C B(H) is the ideal of Hilbert Schmidt operators. To turn this into a 
Banach-Liee group, one topologizes GLTVS(H), not as a subspace of B{H), but using 
thee norm 

HAIL ,, = IIAI I + i p , j ] | |2. 
Thee Lie algebra of GLres(H) is given by 

0 l r ess = {A e B{H) | [F,A]eB2(H)}. 

Thee subgroup of GLre8(H) consisting of unitary operators is called the restricted 
unitaryy group Urcti{H), whose Lie algebra is denoted by ures. Both groups have an 
obviouss action on Gr{H) by sending W  A  W, A e GL^H), W E Gv{H). Both 
actionss are transitive, which identifies 

Gr(tf)) = Ur&t {H)/(U(H+)  x £/(//_)). 

andd we can use this identification to give Gr(i/) the structure of a smooth Hilbert 
manifold.. The index of the Fredholm operator p r^ is called the virtual dimension of 
WW',', and in fact this integer labels the connected components of Gr(H). The Grass-
manniann is a symplectic manifold, with symplectic structure given by 

(5.1)) «>{ZX,GY) = ^Tr(J[J,X][J,y]), X,Y G ures. 
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84 4 5.. QUANTIZATIO N AND REDUCTION 

Heree £x(W) = [X. Jw]  is the fundamental vector field generating the action of 
UUTCSTCS(H).(H). I ts realization as a homogeneous space for GLTCii(H) gives Gr(H) a complex 
st ructure,, which, together with u>, turns Gv{H) into a Kahler manifold. 

5.1 .1.. T h e d e t e r m i n a nt lin e bund le. There is a holomorphic line bundle over 
thee Grassmannian. called the determinant line bundle DET. whose first Chern class 
equalss the cohomology class induced by the symplectic form (5.1). To construct this 
bundle,, we think of Gr(H) as a family of Fredholm operators pr^.- : W —> H+, W e 
Gr(H),Gr(H), and we let DET be the determinant line bundle associated to this family. The 
fiberr of DET at W e Gr(H) consists of equivalence classes [w.X] where w : H+ —> W 
iss an isomorphism such that P+w — I e E>i(H+). and A <E C. The equivalence 
relat ionn is given by (wt.X) ~ (w.detF(t)X). t € T . where d e tF denotes the Fredholm 
determinantt [Si] of an operator of the form 1+trace class, and 

TT = {teGL{H+). t - \ e Bx(ƒƒ+)}. 

Thesee determinant lines patch smoothly to form a line bundle DET over Gr(H) [PS]. 
whichh we mayy write as 

DETDET = St x T C . 

Heree St is the Stiefel manifold, which fibers over Gr(H): its fiber at W e Gr(H) is 
givenn by "coordinate maps" w : W —» H+ as above. The determinant line bundle 
hass a natural holomorphic structure. A compatible connection is determined by the 
Hermit iann form h : St x St —> C invariant under T. 

(5.2)) h{in. «'2) = ( le tF (wJw2) . 

I t ss curvature is given by the symplectic form (5.1). The action of Ures(H) on Gr(H) 

iss covered by the action of a central extension Urv*(H)  on DET. where, at the Lie 

algebraa level, the central extension Utcti(H) corresponds to the cocycle determined by 

thee curvature (5.1) of DET. i.e.. the Kahler form. 

5.1 .2.. T h e Fock space. Consider the *-algebra generated the complex linear 
m app ƒ i—  a{f). ƒ € H. subject to the relations 

<'Ura(fj)+o(g)a(fr<'Ura(fj)+o(g)a(fr  = (f.g)H 

a(f)a(g)+a(g)a(f)a(f)a(g)+a(g)a(f) = 0. 

Thiss algebra has a unique C*-completion with norm obeying | | a ( / ) || = | | / || [Ar] . 
Representat ionss of this algebra can be constructed using the GNS-construction. In 
part icular,, a subspace W C H, with associated projection operator Pw, gives rise to 
aa pure state 

^'H'' (« ( / l )*  a{fm)*a{9\)  a{gn)) = &mn det (fi,P\v9j), 

andd therefore to an irreducible representation TT\\- on a Hubert space Fw. This 
representat ionn is characterized by a vacuum vector Q\V that satisfies ir\Y(a(f))*Q\y — 
00 = 7TW(a(g))Qw, V / G IV, V^ e W1. The particular case of W = / / +, is called the 
Fockk space T, and one easily sees that 

TT = kH+ g A # _. 
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Representationss TTW obtained this way are unitarily equivalent to T iff W G Gr(H), 
seee e.g. [Ar] , By Schur's lemma, since the representations involved are irreducible, 
thiss isomorphism is unique up to a projective factor. 
AA unitary operator u G U(H) gives rise to an automorphism a(f) H-  a(uf). Such an 
automorphismm is said to be implementable in Tw when there is an U E U(J-\y) such 
thatt 7Tvy(a(w/)) = U7rw{a(f))U*. By irreducibility, such a unitary U is unique up 
too phase. Since 7Tw(a(uf)) = Tru(w)(a(f))i one has that u G U{H) is implementable 
ifff  u G Ures(H). In this way, one obtains a continuous homomorphism Ures(H) ~* 
Pt/(JF),, where PU{F) is equipped with the strong operator topology. The pull-back 
off  the central extension 

(5.3)) 1 -> T -+ U{T) -> PU{T) — 1, 

coincidess with Ures(H). This will be explained in following section. 

5.1.3.. The Pliicker  embedding. The determinant line bundle has no global 
holomorphicc sections, but its dual DET* does. A holomorphic section of DET* can 
bee given as a map ip : St —> C that satisfies tp(w -1) — det (̂t)tp(w) under the action 
off  T. The locally convex topological vector space of such sections, with the topology 
givenn by uniform convergence on compact subsets, is denoted by T. There is an 
embeddingg T C T [PS]. Next, associated to every w E St there is a holomorphic 
sectionn ijj w G T, given by 

ipwAipwAww2)2) = detF(w{w2) ,w2 € St. 

Inn fact, ipw G JF, and by construction we have 

(5.4)) (ipWl, *pW2)jr  = detF{wlw2) = h{wi,w2), 

wheree h is the hermitian metric (5.2) on DET. The set {ipw, w e St] forms an 
overcompletee set in T. The assigmnent w i—> ipw factors under the action of T and 
givess rise to a commutative square 

i> i> 
DETDET —  ̂ T 

Gr(H)Gr(H) -U. P(JT) 

Thee lower map p is, in fact, an embedding of Kahler manifolds, called the Pliicker 
embedding.. The diagram above can be used to identify the determinant line bundle 
withh the pull-back of the universal bundle over Pf^7). Notice that, by (5.4), ip preserves 
thee Hermitian structure on both bundles, i.e., ip induces an isomorphism of hermitian 
holomorphicc line bundles over Gv(H). The situation is completely analogous to the 
Pliickerr embedding of the finite dimensional Grassmannian in projective space. 

5.1.4.. The Pfaffian bundle. Now consider a real Hilbert space H^, with inner 
productt B{ , ). Any complex structure J turns H  ̂ into a complex Hilbert space, 
denotedd Hj. Given such a complex structure, the isotropic Grassmannian J(H^) is 
definedd to be the set of complex structures J' such that [J, Jr]  G 5 2 ( # R )-

Thee group of orthogonal operators on H^. is denoted O(H^)- It has a subgroup 
OOrcsrcs{Hu){Hu) = {O G O(H^), [0,J] e - B 2 ( # R ) } , topologized by the norm topology 
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combinedd with the Hilbert-Schmidt norm ||[On J ] | |2 , so that it becomes a Banach-Lie 
group.. There is an obvious transitive action of Or e s( i /R) on J{H) given by J H-
OJO~OJO~ll.. Its stabilizer at the base point J is clearly given by UTes(Hj), and we find 

J(H)^OJ(H)^Orefref,(H,(HRR)/U)/UTesTes(Hj). (Hj). 

AA different description of the restricted Grassmannian can be obtained by com-
plexifyingg i / K to a complex Hilbert space H with inner product {  , ). Extend the 
innerr product B to a complex bilinear form, related to the hermit ian inner prod-
uctt by B(v\,V2) = 2(vi,v2). A complex structure on H  ̂ induces a decomposition 
HH — W © W, where W is a maximal isotropic subspace of H (with respect to B), so 
wee find 

J(HJ(HRR)) = {W e GT(H), W isotropic and W e W = H}. 

wheree Gr(H) is defined by the polarization of H induced by the complex structure 
J.J. In this way we find J(HR) c Gi(H). 
Theree is a complex line bundle over J(H), called the Pfaffian Pf, which is a holomor-
phicc square root of the Determinant line bundle when restricted to J(HR) c Gr(üf), 

Pf®22 2É DET. 

I tt carries an action of a central extension of Orcs(Hu)- Using this action, the space F 
off  sections of the dual bundle Pf*  gives a projective representation of 0r e s( i y K ) . This 
topologicall  vector space has a natural Hilbert subspace, giving a projective unitary 
representat ionn of Orcs(H^), as follows. 
Thee Hilbert space is related to the representation theory of the real Clifford algebra 
Cliff(iÏR )) on i / j j , generated by an 1-linear map ƒ ^ c(f), ƒ G H^, subject to 

c(f)c(g)c(f)c(g) + c(g)c(f)=2B( f:g). 

Anyy complex structure J on # R determines a representation of this algebra on AHj 
byy mapping Cliff(i7 K) onto the CAR-algebra of Hj by c( ƒ) >— a(f) + a(f)*, and using 
it ss natural action on AHj. Two such representations, determined by J and J' are 
equivalentt iff [J, J'} G ^ ( Ü R ) . As for the ordinary Grassmannian, there is a Plücker 
embeddingg that identifies this Hilbert space as a subspace of the space of sections of 
Pf*,, AHj'c r . 

5.2.. T h e fundamental rep resen ta t ion 

Lett G be a compact Lie group, and let V be a finite dimensional uni tary representation 
off  G. The Dynkin index dy £ Z of V is defined as follows: Since G is assumed 
too be compact, its image under n is natural ly contained in SU(V). One has the 
isomorphismss H'A(G,Z) = Z, and H3(SU(V),Z) = Z. The representation n induces 
aa pull-back TT* : H3(SU(V),Z) -> H3{G,Z), and this defines the integer dv; the 
Dynkinn index. There are other ways to describe this index, see e.g. [KNR ] for a 
concisee description. 

Thee loop group LG acts unitari ly on the Hilbert space H = L 2 ( 5 \ V). This Hilbert 
spacee is natural ly polarized by the Hardy subspace H+ of elements of H that have a 
holomorphicc extension into the unit disk in the complex plane D — {z € C, |z| < 1} . 
i.e.. that have nonnegative Fourier coefficients. This polarization defines the restricted 
un i ta ryy group Ures(H), and an elementary computat ion shows that the unitary action 
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off  LG on H in fact defines a homomorphism LG -+ Urcs(H) [PS]. In fact, this is a 
smoothh embedding of Banach-Lie groups, and the resulting projective representation 
off  LG on the Fock space {Ty.Kjr) is called the fundamental representation. It is 
uniquelyy characterized by the property 

^ M a ( / ) 7 r ^ ( ^ )+ = a ( ^ - / ),, V/ e H. 

Thee central extension (5.3) of PU{Ty) pulls back to the central extension (1.4) of 
LGLG at level dy. In fact we have: 

Propositionn 5.1. The projective unitary representation of LG on Ty is of positive 
energyenergy and at level i = dy. 

PROOF.. RotfS1) acts unitarily on L2(S\V) by Re{f){z) = f(ze~i0), and this action 
obviouslyy preserves the Hardy space. Therefore, the action of RotfS"1) is canonically 
(i.e.,, not projectively) implemented on the Fock space Ty, and extends the projective 
representationn of LG to one of LG x T. By Stone's theorem we have Re = expiOD, 
forr some unbounded selfadjoint operator D on T. Introduce the orthonormal basis of 
JFF given by 

e»,, ( n i ) . .. elp(np)eh (mi)*  . .. eJq{mq)*ü, 

wheree rii  < 0, mt > 0, and eik(nk) is short for wp(a(eik(nk)))- The operator D acts 
onn the basis vectors above by multiplication by ^2 mj ~J2ni- Clearly. D has positive 
integrall  spectrum and the eigenspaces Ty(n) are finite dimensional. This induces a 
decompositionn Ty = ® n > 0 Fv{n), where Rg acts on Ty(n) by ein0. This proves that 
thee representation is of positive energy. 
Too calculate the level of this representation, one uses the equality 

U&V)U&V)  = %-tr (J[J^][J,n})  = ƒ^ t r v ( ^ ) , ^ V € LQ. 

InIn [PS] this is proved by a direct computation. Alternatively, observe that the left 
handd side is a cyclic cocycle on Lgl(V), and the equality is exactly the isomorphism 
betweenn cyclic and de Rham cohomology on 51 . Because of this, the level is deter-
minedd by comparing the bilinear forms try and ( , ) on g, but this is exactly given 
byy the Dynkin index dy. D 

TheThe minimal Dynkin index. One may wonder if any group G satisfying our as-
sumptionss has a representation V for which proposition 5.1 gives a representation at 
levell  1, since, by taking tensor products, one may obtain representations at any given 
level.. It is an interesting fact that the answer in general is no. The Dynkin index of a 
Liee algebra g, denoted d0, is given by the minimal value of dy, where V ranges over 
alll  representations V. They are listed below, see e.g. [KNR, LS]. 

dd&&  1 
^A dd ] 

AAn n 

1 1 
2nn + 2 

BBn n 

2 2 
4 n -2 2 

GGn n 

1 1 
2nn + 2 

DDn n 

2 2 
AnAn - 4 

EE6 6 

6 6 
24 4 

EE7 7 

12 2 
36 6 

E* E* 
60 0 
60 0 

FF4 4 

6 6 
8 8 

GG2 2 

2 2 
18 8 
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5.2.1.. The von Neumann algebra M. We now focus on the case G = SU{N). 
Thee defining representation on V = CA ' has Dynkin index dv = 1 and therefore, by 
Propositionn 5.1. one obtains a positive energy representation TTJ- of LG at level 1 
onn Tv. More generally, taking the Mold tensor product, one obtains a positive 
energyy representation -nrf( at level ( on ff/. For each given level ft <E N. we use this 
representationn to define the von Neumann algebra M as the weak completion of the 
operatorss defining this representation, i.e., 

MM :=  4'v (W)"CB (??.'). 

Heree we have suppressed dependence on L since we always work at a fixed level. In 
casee there is chance of confusion, we write 71 It for the von Neumann algebra at level 
LL Of course, the structure of this algebra is straightforward. First notice that the 
zeroo energy subspace is given by Fyl(Q) = AV®*. But it is well known that the 
exteriorr product AV>:(  contains all irreducible G-modules V\ whose highest weights 
aree dominant at level L i.e. A e A£. Therefore, by the classification of positive energy 
representations,, one obtains the decomposition 

(5-5)) ^ ' ^ © ^ U A . 
ACA* * 

forr certain multiplicity spaces K\. In fact, see [PS] chapter 10. it is known that these 
multiplicityy spaces carry irreducible representations of LU(£) at level TV, and that the 
weightss of the pairs that are coupled are obtained by conjugating partitions. This 
cann be seen by embedding both LSU{N) and LU{() in LU(N() which acts unitarily 
onn L2{S1,V(Bt). and observing that Tv  ̂ 9*  J=f.k. This is the loop group analogue 
off  classical Schur Weyl duality between SU(N) and the symmetric group S> on the 
Moldd tensor power of the fundamental representation. In any case, we find from this 
aa spatial isomorphism 

x x 
Becausee of this decomposition, it is convenient to think of M as the "group algebra" 
off  LG. implementing positive energy representations of the loop group. However, this 
correspondencee should not be taken too literally as one always needs to check whether 
thee rotation group acts by positive characters. Notice that the comniutant M' of M 
inn Tyf is the von Neumann algebra generated by LU(£) at level N. 

Inversion.Inversion. The inversion map of the circle I : z i—  z~l induces a unitary transfor-
mationn on H by (j  f)(z) = z~lf{z~l). This operator exchanges the Hardy subspace 
HH++  with ƒ/_. i.e., jP+j = P_, and therefore j can be implemented on the Fock space 
byy an antiunitary operator j . fixing the vacuum and satisfying j 2 = - 1 as well as 
jir(<p)jjir(<p)j  = 7r(7"V)*. VV> G LG. It therefore extends to an anti-automorphism of M. i.e. 
jMjjMj  = M"p. Therefore the opposite algebra defines a positive energy representation 
att level —(. i.e.. conjugation by j gives a ^-isomorphism M^'p ~ M_(. 

TheThe action of Diff+fS1) by automorphisms. The group Diff +(51) of orientation 
preservingg diffeomorphisms of the circle acts unitarily on L2(S1. V) by 

(5.6)) ( r 1 ) = W(s))/'(*)1/2. /eDiff^S1). 4,eL2(S\V), 
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i.e.,, by considering sections of a bundle of 1/2-densities over S1 . This does not define 
aa continuous embedding into UTes(H), but if we equip the latter group with the strong 
operatorr topology combined with the Hi lbert-Schmidt norm on the off-diagonal terms, 
wee obtain a continuous homomorphism Dif f +(51) -> Uiea(H). Wi t h this topology, 
UUresres(H)(H) still acts on J7  ̂ [Wa], and this defines a projective representation ir^ : 
Diff+fS' 1)) —> PU(T^e). I t extends the positive energy representation of LG to the 
semi-directt product LG x Diff +(S'1) in the sense that 

(5.7)) T ( / M £ M / ) _ 1 = *(ƒ*£) > <f£LGife Diff + (S1) . 

Inn particular, this realizes elements of Dif f {S1) as automorphisms of M , and the 
questionn is whether these automorphisms are inner. In fact, we have the following 
strongerr result: 

L e m m aa 5.2. There are projective unitary representations ir\ and a\, A E A}, of 

Diff+iSDiff+iS11)) onT®1, such that 

ASA* * 

HereHere nx{f) G M, V / G Di fF^S1) satisfies (5.7), and ax(f) G M', V / e D i fF^S1) . 

Theree are two ways to prove this lemma. The first is to use the so-called coset 
constructionn in the global form proved in [Wa]. On the other hand, it is known that 
thee Segal Sugawara construction gives a representation of the Virasoro algebra on 
eachh irreducible positive energy representation H\, A € A|, which can be integrated 
too a projective uni tary representation TT\ of Di f f +(51) [PS]. Since we know that 
MM — 0 A B(H\) <g> 1, this gives the desired representation. In what follows, we set 

7TT = 0 7VX ® 1, cr = 0 1 ® C7A, 
AGA**  A£A* 

soo that we have 

*Uf)*Uf)  = *U) ° °U) = °U) ° *(/) ' V/ G Diff+fS1), 
andd TT(/) G M and <r(/) G M ' . 

5.2.2.. T w i s t ed vers ions. For later use, when quantizing the moduli space of 
parabolicc bundles, it is convenient to have certain "twisted" versions of the fundamen-
tall  representation. Let 7 G Z(G) be an element of order |-y}  = k in the center of G. For 
anyy representation V of G denote by V1 the twisted vector bundle K7 = ( 1 x V)/27rZ 
overr S1 , where Z acts on V through 7. It is clear that this action factors over 27rfcZ, 
andd one identifies V7 = (S1 x VJ /Z^, the associated bundle to the A;-fold covering 
projectionn S1 —  S1 , z i—> zk. Sections of this vector bundle are given by maps 
ipip \R  ̂ V that satisfy ip(x + 2ir) = ~fip(x), Vx G R. Denote the L 2-space of such 
sectionss by L2{Sl,V1). This Hilbert space carries a uni tary representation of LG, 
sincee 7 G Z(G). If we write 7 = e27r^, where £ G 0, the map 

ip(6)ip(6) H-> e ioty(0) 
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definess a unitary isomorphism L 2(5] , V) = L2(51,V r
7). and identifies L2(S1.V1) as 

LL22(S(S11,, V), but with the twisted LG-action 

(¥?-10)(ö)) = eiöV(ö)e-'ö^(ö) . 

Suchh automorphisms by Z(G) were described in section 4.1.3. It is clear that Diff +(51) 
wil ll  not have a unitary action on this twisted space like the action (5.6) on L2{Sl, V). 
However,, since the vector bundle V  ̂ over Sl is simply the associated bundle to the k-
foldd covering of Sl, one finds a unitary action of Diff^S 1), the fc-fold covering group 
off  DifT+(5'1). This covering can be constructed as the quotient K,/2iikZ, where JC is 
thee universal cover (4.18) and 2TTZ is its subgroup generated by translation over 2nk. 
Itt Therefore contains the fc-fold cover R/2irkZ = T of the rotation group Rot(S'1) = T, 
andd this subgroup acts on LG by the twisted action 

(R*<p)(d)(R*<p)(d) = eiat<p(0-a)e-iat. 

Thee isomorphism of L2(S\V7) with L2{S\V) gives a polarization of L2(51,V r
7) 

byy el0£-H+<  and defines a corresponding Fock space Ty^. The projective unitary 
representationn of LG on this Hilbert space is of positive energy with respect to this 
twistedd rotation action, and extends to the semi-direct product Diff^ (S1) ix LG. From 
thee preceding description, it is clear that this representation is simply the Fock space 
TyTy with the action twisted by elB  ̂ e LZG. 
Ass an aside, notice that these d Fock spaces" Ty are part of one big funda-
mentall  representation of LZG: Define the direct sum 

LL 22
ZZ{S\V)=®L*(S\VJ. {S\V)=®L*(S\VJ. 

Thiss Hilbert space carries a unitary representation of LZG. Recall that this group 
fitss into an exact sequence 

11 -> LG -^ LZG ^ Z -^ 1, 

andd that the center Z labels the connected components of LZG, i.e., 7T0(LZG) = Z. 
Elementss of the component labeled by 7 e Z map L2(S1, Vy) to L2(S1.VJy). Using 
thee polarization given by the direct sum of the polarization in each of the components, 
onee finally obtains the associated Fock space 

Thiss Hilbert space carries a positive energy representation of LZG. Of course, re-
strictedd to LG C LZG, this is is simply a tensor product of the fundamental repre-
sentationn Ty of LG, twisted by elements of the center. The sector labeled by e <£ Z is 
simplyy the the ordinary Fock space Ty, which contains the vacuum in the energy zero 
subspacee that generates the basic representation H0 C Ty under the action of M. 
Therefore,, the vacuum vector in each sector Ty  ̂ generates the irreducible positive 
energyy representation of LG obtained from the basic representation by twisting with 
77 e Z. For example, for SU(N) at level 1, one obtains all irreducible representations. 
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5.3.. Quantization of the moduli space of flat connections 

Thiss section is rather long, but contains one of the key constructions, namely the 
quantizationn of the moduli space of flat connections. This will prove the announced 
Theoremm 4.15, and we show in which way this generalizes the Borel-Weil construction. 
Furthermore,, we investigate some properties of the quantization, most notably, its 
dependencee on the choice of a complex structure on the underlying surface. 

5.3.1.. Preliminaries. Let E be an extended Riemann surface. This time, we 
alloww the boundary parameterizations of E to induce both the positive orientation 
(calledd the outgoing boundary) and the negative orientation (called the incoming 
boundary).. Such a surface E is therefore a complex cobordism from #ELri ^ Cm to 
<9Eoutt = Cn. The Hubert space H =  L2(<9E, V") is polarized by taking n copies of 
thee Hardy subspace H+ at each outgoing boundary component, and m copies of H^ 
att each incoming boundary. Associated to the representation V of G is the complex 
vectorr bundle E = P xG V. As a trivial complex bundle, we can give it the trivial 
holomorphicc structure, with Cauchy-Riemann operator 8 inherited from the complex 
structuree on E. Consider the subspace W-£ C H of elements of L2(<9S, V) that admit 
ann extension to holomorphic sections of E. 
Propositionn 5.3. W  ̂E Gr(H), with virtual dimension given by 

dim(W£)) = rk(£)(l - n - g). 

PROOF.. In [PS] it is proved that W  ̂<E Gr(if) when there is a local holomorphic 
coordinatee in a neighbourhood of the boundary, i.e.. when the parameterization is 
analytic.. In fact, this point lies in the smooth part Gv^c(H) of the Grassmannian, on 
whichh Diff+fS1) acts. Using this action, one finds WE £ Gr(H) in general. 
Thee calculation of the virtual dimension is almost the same as in [PS]: Consider 
thee closed Riemann surface E obtained by gluing standard disks D to all boundary 
componentss and cover it by two open sets U and V containing E and E — E. The 
Mayer-Vietoriss sequence for cohomology of the sheaf £ of sections of E gives the exact 
sequence e 

00 -^  H°(%£) -+ H°(U,£) © H°{V.£) 

(5.8)) ^H°(Ur\V,£)^H 1(E.£)^0, 

wheree the middle map is given by su (B sv  ̂ sv\v - sy\u- Taking the direct limit 
ass Uo and C/̂  shrink towards E and E\E, H°(U nV,£) converges to the space of 
analyticc functions on the boundary, whereas the images of H°(U,£) and H[)(V,£) in 
HHQQ(U(U fl V,£) approach W  ̂ and a direct sum of l ^ ' s corresponding to the attached 
disks.. Therefore, the relative dimension of these two subspaces, i.e.. the index of the 
projectionn 7r of \\^ onto WD, of L2(öE. V) is given by the difference in dimension of 
thee kernel and cokernel of the middle map in the exact sequence above: 

index(Tr)) = dimH°{%£) - dimH l {T^£) = * (£) . 

Thee Riemann -Roch theorem now gives for the Euler characteristic 

XX(E)=deg(E)(E)=deg(E) + Tk(E)(l-g), 
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fromm which the result follows, taking into account that at the outgoing boundary the 
polarizationn differs from WQ by the action of z and using that deg(£) = 0 as a trivial 
bundle..

R e m a rkk 5.4. Spin structures. The same constructions apply for surfaces with a 
spin-- structure, as in [CH] . Recall that there are two spin structures on the circle, 
namelyy the one with periodic and the one with anti-periodic boundary conditions. 
Thiss last one is actually a Spin-boundary, i.e.. isomorphic to the boundary of a two 
dimensionall  Spin manifold with the induced Spin structure, for example the Complex 
unitt disk which has a unique Spin structure. Suppose we equip every circle with 
thiss Spin structure, and polarize the corresponding Hilbert space H — Ü1^2(S1.V) 
byy the "Hardy space7' consisting of those elements that extend holomorphicallv to 
holomorphicc sections of the vector bundle E ® S over the disk, where S is the unique 
Spinn structure that bounds the one on the circle identified with 3D. Therefore these 
da taa give a Grassmannian. In a sense this construction is more canonical because of 
thee following: Consider the Riemann sphere P1 with the circle identified along the 
equator,, cutt ing P1 in two disks, A i and D^. The Spin structures on these two disks 
gluee to the unique Spin st ructure on P1 , and we find the decomposition 

H=WH=WDoDo@W@WDD^. ^. 

Next,, consider complex Spin-cobordisms: This is a pair (E, S) consisting of a Riemann 
surfacee E with parameterized boundary and matching Spin structure S. Since E is 
Kahler,, a Spin structure is given by a holomorphic square root of the canonical bundle. 
Thee subspace WY..S of section over S1 that extend to holomorphic sections of E ® S 
cann proved in the same way to be an element of Gr(H). Going over the computat ion 
off  the virtual dimension, one now finds 

dim(WE..S")) = 0. 

I nn comparison to the formula in Proposition 5.3, the n drops out because of the 
decomposit ionn H = WDn B WD  ̂ over P1 . and deg(£ & S) = rk(E)(g - 1). since the 
spinn bundle is a square root of the canonical bundle. 

5.3 .2.. E m b e d d i ng A'f(E) . As we have seen, in one complex dimension any 
connectionn A <E -4(E) gives rise to a holomorphic structure on E, with associated 
Cauchy-Riemannn operator d,,\- As above, this in turn yields a subspace WA C H, 
off  "boundary values" of holomorphic sections of E. with respect to the holomorphic 
s t ructuree given by d\- Part of the following Proposit ion is from [PS], but we give a 
slightlyy different proof, more adapted to our needs in what follows. 

P r o p o s i t i onn 5 .5. WA £ Gr(H). and the map W : .4(E) — Gr( i f ) induced by the 
assignment assignment 

A H I ^ ,, ,4 e .4(E) 

descendsdescends to a holomorphic embedding W : M{H) ^ Gv{H). In fact the pull back of 
thethe Kahler form (5.1) equals dv times the Kahler form (4.6) onM(E). Finally, under 
thisthis embedding, the smooth moduli space A l f E ) ^  maps into the smooth Grassmannian 
GTGTXX(H). (H). 
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PROOF.. Let T = T(X, E) be the vector space of smooth sections of E, and consider 
thee subspace of holomorphic sections kei(BA) CT, A £ A(X). Under the action of the 
complexifiedd gauge group (4.14), one clearly has <p  kerfö )̂ = kei(dv.A), p e Gc(£)-
Takingg boundary values, one therefore obtains 

wwvv..AA = V\QZ-WA, veödZ). 

Therefore,, the map A »-  WA factors over the quotient A/Gd,c — A1(S). Now, by 
Proposit ionn 5.3, W0 = WE e Gr( t f ), and since the action of <?c(dE) = LGC x . .. x 
LGLGCC C GLrcs(H) on M(E) is transit ive, one finds the embedding M{Y>) «̂-> Gr(H). 
Thiss embedding is Kahler, since the central extension of GLTes(H) pulls back to dy 
t imess the universal central extension of LG<c. Finally, recall that the smooth moduli 
spacee _M(£)oo is the quotient of the space of smooth connections. Therefore, the 
subspacee WA, A G ,4(£)oc. is the restriction to the boundary of the kernel of the 
ellipticc operator BA with C°° coefficients. By elliptic regularity, this kernel consists 
off  smooth section over d¥,. One therefore finds WA G GrO G( / / ) , Wl G ,4(£)oc.

Recall,, c.f. Lemma 4.13, that the Picard group Pic(M(T,)) is isomorphic to Z by asso-
ciatingg to any line bundle the level of the induced central extension of LG. Therefore 
wee find that the pull-back of the determinant line bundle under the map of Propo-
sitionn 5.5 is isomorphic as a holomorphic line bundle to the c/y-fold tensor power of 
thee prequantum line bundle 

(5.9)) W*DET^L%dv. 

Inn fact, we conclude even more. Recall that both bundles have a natural hermitian 
structure.. By the previous proposition, one concludes that the curvatures of the 
associatedd connection coincide and equal dvuj, where to is the symplectic form (4.6) 
onn M{T,). In [BM] , the authors study the abelian group PiCh.h(M) of isomorphism 
classess of hermit ian holomorphic line bundles on a complex manifold A/, a refinement 
off  the Picard group. This group can be characterized as follows: Let A(M) be the 
abeliann group of closed 2-forms on M whose induced de Rham cohomology class in 
HH22(M,(M, M.) is integral. There is an exact sequence 

00 - - H°(ALJ) — PichJl(M) -> A{M) — 0, 

wheree the first term is the group of flat hermit ian bundles and the third map as-
sociatess to any hermit ian line bundle its curvature. Now, since M(E) is connected 
andd simply connected, one has H°(M(T>),T) = 0, and therefore any two hermitian 
holomorphicc line bundles with the same curvature are isomorphic. Therefore (5.9) is 
ann isomorphism of hermit ian holomorphic line bundles. 
Thee embedding of Proposit ion 5.5 is associated to a family of Fredholm operators 
indexedd by J M ( I 1 ), i.e., a continuous map 

M ( E )) -  F red( / / ). 

givenn by A »—> prj^,- . From this point of view, the induced line bundle is simply 
thee pull-back of the determinant line bundle over Fred(H). In fact, there is a dif-
ferentt family of Fredholm operators over M(T,). This map is given by associating 
too a connection A G -4(E), the elliptic Cauchy-Riemann operator BA with boundary 
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condit ionss given by the parameterization of the boundary. This is the operators &A 
act ingg on the space 

{szc^n.E).{szc^n.E). p+(iy) = o}. 
A ss remarked in the proof of Proposition 5.3. this operator is Fredholm since it essen-
tiall yy corresponds to the elliptic Cauchy-Riemann operator on the closed Riemann 
surfacee obtained by gluing disks to all boundary components. In fact, we now have: 

P r o p o s i t i onn 5.6. The embedding \V induces an isomorphism of line bandies L^dy = 
DETM(Y.)-DETM(Y.)- where DETM^) is the determinant line bundle of the family of elliptic 
operatorsoperators DA- with boundary conditions induced by the parameterization of the bound-
ary. ary. 

DETDETM{M{^\^\{A]{A]  ~ Det (l)A), [A]  e A4(E). 

PROOF.. Let A e -4(E). and denote the projection in L2(<9£. V) onto the boundary 
valuess of ker(#4), hy ixA- This is the operator that, relative to the polarization given 
byy the boundary parameterizat ion, gives the line bundle of the previous Proposition. 
Itt is well known, see e.g. [BW] . that for the first order elliptic differential operator d\. 
restrictionn to the boundary ker(<9 )̂ —> ker(<9A)\-ÖT, = ker(7r.4) defines an isomorphism. 
Inn fact, its left inverse is given by the so-called Poisson operator PA  L2(<9E,Vr) —> 
kcr fc^ ).. so that IT A — ?'*jv;-P.4- where, as before. ;'öv : #£ ^-> £ is the inclusion of 
thee boundary. Because of the isomorphism between the kernels of 7r.4 and 8A, the 
composit ionn of both operators with the projection P+ on H+ C L2(<9£. V) have the 
samee kernels and cokernels on the boundary <9E. Therefore their determinant lines 
aree isomorphic and this isomorphism extends smoothly over .M(£ ).

R e m a rkk 5.7. The first order differential operator BA together with the boundary con-
dit ionss given by a projection operator on the boundary which is an element of a suit-
ablee Grassmarmian, const i tute a so-called elliptic boundary value problem (EBVP). 
Thee boundary conditions are a generalization of the Atiyah -Bott-Patodi boundary 
condit ions.. The resulting geometric index depends both on the elliptic operator as 
welll  as the boundary condit ions. Associated to the determinant line bundle of a fam-
il yy of such EBVP's, as above, there is a hermitian metric, the Quillen metric, defined 
byy the (^-regularized determinant of the associated Laplacian 

detc(A, 4)) =delc{dAdA). 

Recalll  that for a closed manifold, the associated curvature is exactly the Kahler form 
(4.6)) [Qu]. It would be interesting to have a similar result in this case. This would 
givee a third construction of' the hermitian holomorphic line bundle over A4(£) and 
thereforee generalize the result in [RSW]. 

5.3 .3.. Quan t i za t i on of M(T,). We now come to the main construction. Con-
siderr the subspacc W  ̂ £ Gr(H), as in Proposit ion 5.3, where now H = £2(<9£, V®(). 

Combinedd with the Plücker embedding into ¥{Ty(), this gives a ray in Ty(. of which 
wee pick an element £2̂  of unit norm \\£l^\\ = 1. i.e. [Q^]  = p(W^), where [...] denotes 
thee projection onto ¥(Ty ). The essential point for us is that this gives a (vector) 
s ta tee on the von Neumann algebra M by 
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whichh is independent of the choice of f2E in the given ray. 

Definitio nn 5.8. The Hilbert space H  ̂ is defined as the (cyclic) GNS-representation 
off  M induced by the state u>|. G M* . 

Sincee the state under consideration is by definition a vector state, the Hilbert space 
H^H  ̂ comes equipped with a canonical embedding H  ̂ -̂> F®'- In fact, this Hilbert 
spacee can be realized as 

Wee will refer to the cyclic vector f2E generating H  ̂ as the vacuum vector. By con-
struction,, # E carries a projective unitary representation of LG at level £. 
Propositionn 5.9. The representation of LG on H  ̂ is of positive energy, and there-
forefore extends to the semidirect product Diff+fS1) K LG. The vacuum is annihilated by 
thethe Lie subalgebra Vectc(S) ix g  ̂ ofViv ix Lgc-

PROOF.. We already know that the representation of LG on Fy( is of positive energy, 
whichh gives us that RotfS1) C Aut(A/), by x i-> RgxR^, Vx G M. However, because 
forr general £ this rotation action will not leave the vacuum vector fi E fixed, one 
cannott use this action to obtain a positive energy representation. As we have seen in 
Lemmaa 5.2 however, this automorphic action can be realized by inner automorphisms, 
byy the representation 

rr 00eel6Lol6Lo G M. 

withh TQ G Z(M). These operators extend the projective representation of LG to 
RotfS11)) « LG, and since they preserve the subspace #E , this proves that the repre-
sentationn is of positive energy. By its construction from the subspace Wy C L2(S1, V), 
thee vacuum satisfies 

a(/)*fi EE = 0. V / € W E ! 

a(g)na(g)neexx = 0. v9ew£, 

andd is completely determined, up to a complex scalar, by this property. On the 
Fockk space J^yf, the representation of LG is characterized by 7r(ip)a(f)ir{(p)*  = a(p
ƒ),, V/ G L2(S1,V). Now, since G  ̂ preserves WE, it follows from the properties of 
thee vacuum above that 

ip-n^ip-n  ̂ = nE, v^GGg. 
Infinitesimally,, this means that fiE is annihilated by g^ C Lgc. It follows from 
thee Segal Sugawara construction that this implies that the vacuum is annihilated by 
Vectc(S)) as well, see e.g. [BM] , D 

Remarkk 5.10. The terminology is slightly unsatisfactory, since in general ' the vac-
uumm does not have zero energy". Indeed, only in special cases such as the disk E = D, 
onee has 3/00 G Vectc(S), and by the previous proposition the vacuum is annihilated 
inn that case by the generator of the rotation action. Also, observe that we could 
havee taken the GNS representation corresponding to the state given by iïA, for any 
AA G A(T,), given by Proposition 5.5. Since this state differs from Qy by an invertible 
operatorr ir(tp) € M, <p G LG-c it is easy to see from a polar decomposition that the 
twoo Hilbert spaces are unitarily equivalent. See also Remark 5.13. 
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Examplee 5.11. As a particular example let us consider the unit disk in the plane 
O c tt In this case one has M(D) = LG/G, the fundamental homogeneous space, 
andd trivially , the vector Qe

D is just the vacuum vector in the Fock space JF. Therefore, 
quantizationn simply gives H(

D — H0, the basic representation at level I [PS], We will 
laterr extend the quantization procedure above to include holomorphic bundles with 
givenn parabolic points. With this generalization, quantization of general coadjoint 
orbitss 0\, AG AJ, gives irreducible representations H\, c.f. Proposition 5.19. It is in 
thiss sense that the quantization procedure adopted here incorporates the Kirillo v cor-
respondencee between coadjoint orbits and irreducible positive energy representations 
provedd in [PS]. 

5.3.4.. The coherent s ta te embedding. Now that we have defined an appro-
priatee Hilbert space, we come to the actual proof of Theorem 4.15. 
Proposit ionn 5.12. There is a continuous linear embedding tj:  : L'f/'  H^, such that 
thethe map p induced by the commutative square 

LLY,Y, **  MZ 

11 I 
M(E)) - ^ P(tf£) 

isis an embedding of Kahler manifolds. Furthermore, the linear span of the image of p 
formsforms a dense subset of H^. 

PROOF.. The embedding p is simply given by composing the map M.{TA <— Gr(H) of 
Propositionn 5.5 with the Pliicker embedding. Explicitly, for a connection A G .4(E), 
onee obtains a subspace WA G Gr(H), which gives a ray in ¥(T^). Let QA G J^e be 
somee lif t of unit norm of this ray in the Fock space, | \QA 112 = 1, and let [Of

4] G P(JF®)̂ 
itss projection (which is canonically defined). The map p : [A]  \—> [U (

A]  is obviously 
LGc-equivariant.. i.e.. 

n(<p)-[tfn(<p)-[tf AA]]  = [Slfip.A].  ï>eLGc, 

Byy definition, the central extension (yC(e)E) = LG<c x . .. x LGr at level f acts on L®f 

andd covers the action on M(E). The map 0. which is given by composition of the 
mapp L£ —*  DET of proposition 5.5 with the Pliicker embedding, is equivariant with 
respectt to the action of the central extension. Now we have LGc C M, and since the 
actionn of Qc(dY.) is transitive and p maps 0 G -4(E) to [O^], the image of p is clearly 
containedd in F(H^). Now consider the linear span of the image of L'^.f in ƒƒ£. This 
subspacee corresponds to the linear span of the operators LGz C M acting on the 
vacuumm vector 0| .. These operators form a *-subalgebra of M, which is clearly dense 
inn the weak and strong operator topologies. By the definition of H  ̂ this implies that, 
thee linear span of the image of L^( must be dense.

Remarkk 5.13. We will later show that the so-called "coherent states, i.e., the vectors 
inn H  ̂ that are the image of points of L^e under the map </\ can be given a physical 
interpretation:: We will define a canonical embedding of H  ̂ into the Hilbert space 
quantizingg LGc- The latter Hilbert space is the Hilbert space associated to a certain 
conformall  field theory, the so-called Wess-Zumino-Witten model, see e.g. [Ga] for an 
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introductionn to this model from a physics point of view. The point is that the image 
off  the vectors 0.  ̂ under this embedding can exactly be interpreted as the partition 
functionn of the gauged Wess-Zumino-Witten model on S. In particular, for A — 0, 
thiss gives a rigorous construction of the Wess-Zumino-Witten model along the lines 
off  Definition 2.26, see section 5.6.2. 

Corollar yy 5.14. There is a continuous linear dense embedding H  ̂ "—>  rf,. 

PROOF.. Define the map i : H  ̂ —> rf, by 

i{v)(q)i{v)(q) = mq),v)Hi, qeLf. 

Thiss clearly defines a holomorphic section of the dual of L®£. Furthermore, since the 
imagee of L® in H  ̂ spans a dense subset, the map i is injective. It is continuous for 
thee topology on rf, given by uniform convergence on compact subsets. The fact that 
itt is dense follows from the fact that the embedding T®1 <-^> Y is dense [PS], together 
withh the embedding M{T) -̂> Gv{H). D 

Takingg the antidual of rf,, one obtains by Riesz' theorem a sequence of dense embed-
dings s 

(5.io)) (rD'c^crL 
i.e.,, a rigging of the Hilbert space H^, as explained in section 1.4.3. Since evaluation of 
sectionss at a given point q 6 L® gives a continuous linear functional on rf, (recall that 
thee sections are holomorphic), the first embedding restricts to the one of Proposition 
5.12.. Using the embeddings above, one can introduce a positive definite hermitian 
formm on (rf,) , and H  ̂ is the Hilbert space completion of (rf,) in this inner product. 
Itt is tempting to think of H  ̂ as the Hilbert space of "square-integrable" holomorphic 
sectionn of the prequantum line bundle, i.e., the L2-kernel of the 9-operator on A4 (£), 
ass is usual in geometric quantization. Notice that the topological vector space rf, 
andd its antidual depend on a parameter k > 1/2, the Sobolev class in the definition 
off  the moduli space Ai{X)k- For two parameters k\ < k2-, the dense embedding 
M{X)kM{X)k22 Q M(X)kl induces a dense embedding of topological vector spaces rf, fc C 
rf,, k2, and again one can take the inductive (resp. projective) limi t of the Ff, k (resp. 
itss antidual) to arrive at the smooth setting. In all this, the Hilbert space in the triple 
(5.10)) remains fixed. In fact, we have: 
Propositionn 5.15. The Hilbert space in (5.10) is unique up to unitary isomorphism. 

PROOF.. The topological vector space (rf,)*  is linearly generated by the image of L^(. 
Recalll  that the Fubini-Study hermitian metric on the hyperplane bundle over P(H^) 
iss given by the inner product on H^. Since the isomorphism (5.9) is an isomorphism 
off  hermitian line bundles, it follows that the inner product on the coherent states, is 
givenn by the hermitian inner product on L^. constructed in section 4.2.3. By linear 
extension,, this determines the inner product on the dense subset (rf,)*  C H  ̂ entirely 
inn terms of geometric data. Since H  ̂ is the completion of this subset in the inner 
product,, the result follows.

Noticee that this result also proves that the Hilbert space H  ̂ is independent of the 
representationn of G that is used to construct the Fock space, that is, only depends 
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onn its level, the Dynkin index. Next, since the embedding given in Proposit ion 5.12 

iss equivariant with respect to the action of LG. we find that its image is contained in 

thee subspace of smooth vectors in Hy. of LG. 

P r o p o s i t i onn 5.16. The embedding of Proposition 5.12 gives rise to the identity 

JOY.JOY. *  E 

PROOF.. The r ight-hand side of this equation is the moment map of the action of 
LGLG on the subspace of the projective space ¥(Hy) of smooth vectors, restricted to 
thee image of the embedding in Proposition 5.12. The left hand side is the moment 
mapp of the £G-act ion on A4(^l). By Proposit ion 5.12, the coherent state embedding 
pp : A4(£) <—> F(H^) is Kahler, i.e., the pull back of the Fubini-Study form equals the 
symplecticc form. The equality now follows from the fact that an affine-equivariant 
momentt map on a Hamiltonian LG-manifold is unique, as remarked in [ M W l ] . D 

FrobeniusFrobenius reciprocity. Recall that the Borel Weil theorem can be viewed as a 
holomorphicc induction map. and as such is characterized by the Frobenius reciprocity 
theorem.. The positive energy representations Hy- we have constructed are character-
izedd by the following universal property: 

T h e o r emm 5.17. For any positive energy representation E. there is a canonical iso-
morphism morphism 

H o mL G c ( £,, H(y) = H ü mf ; ï ( £ t C ). 

P R O O F.. Let ip : E —  Hy be a bounded intertwiner of positive energy representations. 

Associatedd to this is the G^-intertwiner 0 : E —> C defined by 

Inn Corollary 5.64. we wil l proof that there is an isomorphism Hy = ( i / ( v / A V ) c" ' . where 

#WZWW = ( J) H \ X' #A-
ACA; ; 

WoWo th ink of this Hubert space as the space of "square integrable" holomorphic sections 
off  the line bundle over LGc associated to the level H. central extension. By Schur's 
lemmaa we have 

Homr G,, (E.H(
W./M) ^ Hom(E .C). 

Takingg the G£-invariant part now gives the result. D 

Thiss Theorem can be interpreted as Frobenius reciprocity if we identify Hy as the 
inducedd module 

4^Ind^ : (C) ) 
associatedd to the inclusion G^ C LGc- hi this case, induction is defined in the 
followingg sense: Associated to a finite dimensional representation of G£ is the finite 
dimensionall  homogeneous vector bundle over LGc/G  ̂ = J\4{E). and the induced 
projectivee LGc-module is given by the holomorphic sections of this vector bundle 
twistedtwisted by the central extension of LGc at level (. This last step is essential and has 
thee consequence that one merely induces to a projective representation of LG at level 
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£.£. Observe that we are not claiming that in general this induced representation is 
unitaryy or has positive energy, although this is to be expected. For the representation 
inducedd from the trivial representation, we have verified this at hand. Notice that 
G^G  ̂ has many interesting finite dimensional holomorphic representations: For finite 
dimensionall  representations V i , . . . , Vn of G and points Z\,..., zn G E, one has the 
correspondingg evaluation module where G^ acts on VI ® . .. ® Vn through evaluation 
att the points z\,...zn. Induction from these modules gives an interesting class of 
representations,, see [Tel]. 

5.3.5.. Includin g marked points. To make our definition of quantization a 
truee generalization of the Borel Weil theorem for loop groups, that is, to include 
quantizationn of coadjoint orbits, it is necessary extend the analysis to include the case 
wheree the surface carries a number of marked points, that is, to define the quantization 
off  M(X.\i,..., Am). Recall, c.f. section 4.2.5, that this space is prequantizable at 
levell  I G N if and only if A i , . . . , Am G A*f. As in the unmarked case (corresponding 
too labels Ai = . .. = Am = 0) the quantum Hilbert space is defined using a state 
onn M. For convenience, consider the case when E has only one unlabeled boundary 
componentt and one marked points, i.e., we consider a complex surface E with <9E = S1 

andd a marked points z G E with label A G A^. 
Sincee AeAJ, one has 7 = exp£X G Z{G). Let k be the order I7I in Z(G), and define 
NN = £k, the smallest integer such that expNX = e G G. Choose a cyclic Ar-fold 
coveringg TT : £ — E, totally ramified over z, that is, there is an action of Z  ̂ on E 
thatt fixes only it~l{z). Identifying d£ = S1, the projection map is given by 

TT|ÖÈÈ :Sl — S\ w ^ w N . 

Considerr the trivial vector bundle Ë = E x V —> E with the Z.v-action given by 

kk  (x, v) v) = (k  x.cxp(kX)  v), k G ZN, (x, v) E t x V. 

Thiss action induces an action of Z^ on the space of holomorphic sections of E, which, 
whenn restricted to the boundary, induces an action on L2(<9E, V) = L 2(51, V) by 

kk  (w,v) - (e27rfcï/ iVcxp(JtA)  v). 

Noticee that this is also the action in a local coordinate z around the ramification 
pointss z — 0 of the projection 7r, and the order of vanishing of Z/v-invariant sections 
inducess the parabolic filtrations of [MeSe] at the parabolic points. Alternatively, 
thiss gives a flag inside the fiber Ez ~ CN at the parabolic point z G E. In any case, 
considerr now the subspace W^,N C L2(dÈ,V) of boundary values of holomorphic 
sectionss of É over È that are Z;v-invariant. From the action of ZN on E described 
above,, it is clear that this subspace descends to 

wwzzNN cL2(dE ,V7) . 

Ass explained in section 5.2.2, this defines a ray [0^E AJ] G P / "^ in which we pick a 
vectorr of unit norm. This gives a canonical state on AI defined by 
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onn M. Its associated GNS-representation. denoted by # L  A) . carries a positive energy 
representat ionn at level L This representation defines the quantization of A4(£ ,£ ). 
Noticee that the construction depends on the choice of a ramified cover of E. We wil l 
nott discuss this possible ambiguity. 

E x a m p l ee 5.18. As an example, let us consider the quantization of M(D.X), where 
DD is. as usual, the unit disk in the complex plane, with parabolic point 2 = 0 and 
weightt A É Af*. Observe that in this case M{D. A) = ö\. The iV-fol d cover is given 
byy the projection D —> £>. z i—> rN . with branch point 0 6 D. This is of course 
thee quotient map under the global action of Z j V on D given by z H^ a27rk,/y Z, which 
indeedd has a fixed point at 0. Using the isomorphism L2(SKV-t) = L2(Sl.V), the 
spacee Wp* corresponds to the closed subspace of L2(Sl.V) of elements that have a 
holomorphicc extension to D such that at z = 0 they lie in the flag determined by A 
inn £"(()) — CN. Therefore the cyclic vacuum vector Q(

x :— il (
x is an eigenvector of the 

Li ee algebra b gc C Lgc. and by [PS] Proposit ion 9.2.4 it generates an irreducible 
posit ivee energy representation. In fact, calculating the highest weight, one finds: 

P r o p o s i t i onn 5 .19. Quantization of the coadjoint orbit ö\. A G 21 D Â *  gives rise to 
thethe irreducible LG-representation H\ at level (. 

I tt is in this sense that the quantization procedure adopted here generalizes the Borel 
Weill  theorem and incorporates the Kirillo v correspondence1 between coadjoint orbits 
andd irreducible representations. 

R e m a rkk 5.20. The twisting of vector bundles by the action of the center Z of G 
andd the associated twisted Fock spaces is also useful when quantizing M(T,.K). the 
modulii  space of flat A'-bundles, where A' is not simply-connected. In that case. 
MCE.K)MCE.K) is not connected, one has T T 0 ( A 1 ( S. A')) ~ Y := 7Ti(A'), and each connected 
componentt is isomorphic to M(T:)/r2g. where M(H) is the moduli space of flat 
bundless for the universal cover G of A', and one views 7T](A') = V C Z(G). More 
precisely,, the connected component labeled by -) € T carries a twisted action of LA ' 
byy 7 € Aut(LA') . These moduli spaces can therefore be quantized using our twisted 
Fockk spaces associated to G. However notice that one has to use induction with 
respectt to T2g to quantize the classical quotient giving M(T,,K). The freedom to 
inducee from different representations, not only the trivial representation, wil l lead to 
thee emergence of ^-angles [Lai ] . 

5 .3 .6.. O t h er  g roups. The construction in the previous sections leading to the 
quant izat ionn of J M ( S) can be done for any representation V of G instead of the 
fundamentall  one. result ing in a positive energy representation of LG at level d\-, 
wheree dy is the Dynkin index of V. One part icular aspect of this construction is the 
assignmentt of a holomorphic line bundle over Ai(X), the determinant line bundle 
off  the Cauchy Riemann operator coupled to the vector bundle associated to V. to a 
representat ionn V of G. Since the Dynkin index satisfies d\^\\- — d\ + d\V. this gives 
aa homomorphism 

R{G)^Y\c{M{X)), R{G)^Y\c{M{X)), 

wheree i?(G), the representation ring of G. is viewed only as an abelian group. In 
fact,, using the isomorphism of Lemma 4.13, this homomorphism is given by the map 
R(G)R(G) —  Z induced by V i—  dv, and descends to the one used in [KNR , LS] on the 
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finit ee dimensional moduli space associated to a closed curve. For G — SU(N), the 
definingg representation on V = CN happened to have Dynkin index dy — 1 and by 
takingg tensor powers, we defined a quantization at arbi t rary positive level. In other 
words,, for G = SU(N) the homomorphism R(G) —  Pic(.M(E)) is in fact surjective. 
Consult ingg the table in section 5.2 we see that the same construction works for the 
Li ee groups of type Cn, since the defining representation is also at level 1. For type 
BBnn and Dn, i.e., the Spin groups, one observes that dg = 2, and we only obtain 
quantizationss at even level, i.e., the image of R(G) in Pic(.M(E)) is only a subgroup 
off  index 2. As observed in [LS] for the Picard group of the finite dimensional moduli 
space,, the exceptional cases can be dealt with by the using the Pfafhan instead of the 
determinant: : 

Supposee that the representation V of G is of real type, i.e. there is a G-invariant 
bilinearr form B : V x V —+ C, which is related to the hermit ian inner product {  , ) on 
VV by B(vi,V2) = {vi, v2)- This means that V is isomorphic to the complexification of 
aa real orthogonal representation VR of G. V = V R & C . By integration, H — L2{Sl, V) 
inheritss the same structure, and we have H = H<&®C,  where H  ̂ = L2(Sl, VR). Next, 
choosee a Spin-structure on E, i.e., a holomorphic square root A ' 1/2 of the canonical 
bundlee of E. This induces a Spin-structure on the boundary, and we identify L 2{ 5 1 , V) 
wit hh square integrable sections of this bundle tensored with 1/, with inner product 

<^l,^2>> = j>  {tplA^y

Wee now consider the subspace WY, C L 2(C?E, V) of sections that extend to holomorphic 

sectionss of E eg) Kxl2. We already know, c.f. Remark 5.4, that W^, € Gr( / f ), but the 

essentiall  point is: 

Propos i t i onn 5 .21. W s € J{HR). 

P R O O F.. For two sections ib\ and tp2 of E — E £g> S. vse have by Stokes' theorem 

// B(ipi,dÈ-il> 2) =- B(dÈipi.y2) + f B{il>i,y 2). 
i ss JT. JOY. 

Thee space of holomorphic sections therefore forms an isotropic subspace of L2(Sl, V). 
Thee complex conjugate of WY. natural ly identifies with WY, = W "̂- Now consider the 
Schottkyy double E^ = SU51 E of E, obtained by gluing E to its complex conjugate E. 
Sincee the spin bundle has no global sections over Ef/, by Serre duality if 1 (Erf, 5) = 0, 
andd the Mayer-Vietoris sequence (5.8), when shrinking the neighbourhoods to E and 
E,, then gives the decomposition 

LL22(S\V)(S\V) = WxSWT, 

seee also [CH] , The subspace W^, is therefore maximal and W  ̂ G J(H^). D 

Thee proof of the following proposition is completely analogous to Proposit ion 5.1. 

Propos i t i onn 5.22. The action of LG on H defines an embedding LG ^ Orvii(H^), 

andand the resulting representation of LG on AHj is of positive energy at level f = dy/2. 

Givenn these two results, we can now proceed in a straightforward manner, completely 

analogouss to the case G = SU(N) before. For a classical simply connected, connected 

groupp of type Bn and D r i , one defines the algebra M as the von Neumann algebra 
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generatedd by the positive energy representation of LG on the £-fold tensor product 
off  the Hubert space of Proposit ion 5.22. By Proposit ion 5.21, a complex Riemann 
surfacee defines a s ta te on M. and the quantization of the moduli space of flat con-
nectionss at level L is defined as the positive energy representation associated to the 
GNSS representation of this state. As before, this defines a dense Hubert subspace of 
thee space of holomorphic section of the dual of the level t prequantum line bundle. 

5.3.7.. T h e space of Kah ler  po lar izat ions. As we have defined it . the quanti-
zat ionn of the moduli space of flat connections involves the choice of a complex structure 
onn the surface X. Such a choice is related to the choice of a polarization in the theory 
off  geometric; quantizat ion: Indeed, we have seen that a complex structure on X gives 
thee moduli space of flat, connections a Kahler structure, and the Hubert space H  ̂ is 
aa subspace of the space of holomorphic sections of the dual of the prequantum line 
bundle.. In this section we wil l examine the dependence of the quantization on the 
complexx structure on A'. 

L e m m aa 5.23. The positive energy representation H  ̂ depends only on the conformal 
equivalenceequivalence class o / E. 

P R O O F.. Recall that the Hilbert space ƒƒ£. as well as the representation of AI that 
itt carries, are completely determined by the state u)  ̂ € ^K- Let ƒ : E —> E' be a 
diffeomorphismm that is biholomorphic on the interior. By pull-back 

r k e r ( < 9s00 = ker(<9s), 

whichh shows that WY, — H E ' € Gr(H). Therefore, the states associated to E and E' 
aree ecu nil. and therefore, the resulting GNS representations are the same. D 

AA bundle of Hilbert spaces. Let X be a smooth two dimensional surface. Let 
uss now consider the Hilbert space H  ̂ for varying complex structures on X. By the 
previouss lemma, the Hubert space H  ̂ only depends on the class of E in £x, where 
£x£x is the moduli space1 of extended Riemann surfaces with the topology of A", as 
discussedd in section 2.5.1. First observe: 

P r o p o s i t i onn 5 .24. There ts a smooth Diff+(Sl)-equt variant embedding£x  Gv^(H) 

P R O O F.. Of course, the map is induced by E i—> HAj £ Gr(H), which, as observed 
above,, depends only on the conformal equivalence class of E and therefore descends 
too a map £\ —* Gr(H). To see that it actually maps into the smooth part of Gr(H). 
observee that, by Corollary 5.6. the kernel and image of the projections 

p r j vv : W E -  ƒ/+- p i v £ : HAj -> H^ 

equall  the kernel and cokernel of the elliptic 3-operator on the closure of E, which, by 
ellipti cc regularity, consists of smooth functions. Therefore, one has WY £ Gvoc(H), 
Byy considering 1/2-densities on A", one easily observes, see (5.6). that it is Diff+fS 1)-
equivariant..

Composingg with the Pliicker embedding, one finds an embedding £\ ^ P(JF). which 
inn fact takes values in the projective space of the smooth vector for the Rot (S1)-act ion 
[PS].. Recall that there is an embedding P(JF) <-^> Mt, see e.g. [La i ] , induced by 
associatingg to a vector the corresponding vector state on M. This map is continuous 
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forr the Hilbert manifold topology on P(JF). and composing all maps, we find an 
embedding g 

(5.11)) Sx^M*-

Considerr now the bundle of Hilbert spaces Hx  8\ whose fiber at E G Ex is 
thee Hilbert space H  ̂ of definition 5.8, obtained by applying the GNS construction 
too the state CJ| on M given by the image of E in M* under the map 5.11. Since 
eachh H  ̂ C Tye, this bundle can be regarded as a subbundle of the bundle of Fock 
spacess under the embedding Ex  ̂ Gr^ f i / ) C Gr(/f). Consider the projective 
representationn of Diff+fS1) on F® . Since we have 

(5.12)) ^(f)xüi: = ^UWrUr'^Ami 

==  -K^UWAf)'1 &r*  vz e M, ƒ G Diff^s1), 
ÉM M 

thee action of Diff (S1) acts on Hx, covering its action on Ex- Associated to 7ix is 
aa bundle WHX of projective Hilbert spaces over £x, obtained by taking the fiberwise 
projectivee space. This bundle carries a true (i.e., not projective) action of Diff +(S'1). 
Onn the classical side, consider the bundle of Kahler spaces 

ZZxx:=(M(X)xT:=(M(X)xTxx)/r(X,dX), )/r(X,dX), 

wheree Tx the Teichmüller space of X, c.f. section 2.5.8 with its natural action of 
thee mapping class group T(X,dX). Its fiber at E G Ex is given by jVf(E), i.e., 
A4(X)A4(X) considered as a Kahler manifold when endowed with the complex structure 
obtainedd from the complex structure on E. Recall, c.f. Proposition 5.12, that this 
Kahlerr manifold can be embedded holomorphically in ¥(H^). This embedding can 
bee extended globally: 
Propositionn 5.25. There is a Diff +(51) x LG-equivariant embedding 

ZZxx — VHX 

Ex Ex 
wherewhere the D\S+(S1)-action covers the action on Ex-

PROOF.. First notice that although M{X) does not carry an action of Diff +(51), the 
bundlee Zx does: Let the covering group Kx act on M(X) x Tx by the product of 
itss action on Ai{X) given by Proposition 4.8 and its usual action on Tx- Since by 
thee short exact sequence (2.9) one has JCx/T(X,dX) = Diff +(5'1), this induces an 
actionn of Diff+fS1) on Zx-, which extends to an action of the semi-direct product 
Diff +(5'1)) K LG> where LG acts preserving the fibers. Next, it is easy to observe that 
thee fiberwise coherent state embedding extends to an obviously embedding Zx "-^ 
¥{H¥{Hxx)) which is obviously LG-equivariant.

Corollar yy 5.26. The following identity holds; 
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PROOF.. We know from the previous Proposit ion 5.25 that the map A(X) x J(X) —> 
^{Fy^{Fy11)) given by {A.J)  ̂ \VA is Rot (S ^-equivariant. The first term on the right-
handd side of the formula above exactly generates this T-flow on the image of the map 
above.. On the other hand, the second term generates a T-flow for which the map 
off  Proposit ion 5.24 is equivariant. namely the action generated by (Q,d/d6). This is 
exact lyy the map above, restricted to the slice A = 0. Therefore, the difference of the 
twoo generates a flow on P(JF{;*) that corresponds to the flow generated by the vector 
fieldd {d/dB. 0) on A{X) x J{X). But this induces the flow on M{X) generated by the 
energyy functional. As the Hamiltonian flows on the connected syinplectic manifold 
M(X)M(X) coincide, their generators can only differ by a constant. Evaluating at A — 0 
givess the equality above. D 

R e m a rkk 5.27. This identity generalizes similar identities for the rotation action on 
coadjointt orbits (i.e., LG-homogeneous spaces) in [PS]. Indeed, the rotation action 
onn a coadjoint orbit is Kahler. and therefore the second term vanishes by Proposit ion 
5.9.. and we find the usual identity associated to the coherent state embedding. 
R e m a rkk 5.28. There is a certain correspondence between Harish- Chandra pairs 
andd moduli spaces, see [FZ] . In this way, the moduli space of extended Rieniann 
surfacess £x is associated to the pair (Vectc^ '1) - D i f f + (S ' ) ). see Remark 2.22. The 
modulii  space of flat connections M{X) corresponds to the pair ( L g c . L G) associated 
too the loop group. Indeed, it follows from the isomorphism (4.15) that there is a 
surjectivee homomorphism Z,gc —*  TM{X). compatible with the loop group action. 
That.. A4(X) is in fact a global complex quotient of LG  ̂ in contrast to £x, corresponds 
too the fact that Lgc- unlike Vectet-S'1) is the Lie algebra of a group. Finally, the 
spacee Z\ constructed above is associated to the Harish Chandra pair (VectcfS'1) ex 
LgcDi f f+ fS ' 1)) K LG). 

TheThe Knizhnik-Zamalodchikov connection. Consider the1 bundle of Hubert spaces 
l~il~i xx -  ̂ £x. There is a natural projective connection on this bundle, which turns 
outt to be projectively flat. This means that the connection is only defined up to 
aa scalar, and its curvature is a scalar operator, i.e., it naturally descends to a flat, 
connectionn on the associated projective Hubert space bundle P 7 ^v . We call this the 
Knizhnikk Zamalodchikov (KZ) connection, since it is a natural generalization of the 
KZ-connectionn of the finite dimensional vector bundle of conformal blocks over the 
modulii  space of curves. 

P r o p o s i t i onn 5.29. There exists an LG-equivariant projectively flat connection \7KZ 

onon the. Hubert bundle Tix —> £x

PROOF.. The construction of the connection is relatively easy given the fact that 
EExx carries a Harish-Chandra structure for the pair (Diff+fS 1). VectcfS1) ) . see [FZ] : 
Recalll  that a, flat connection on a bundle is equivalent to a lif t of the action of Lie 
algebraa of vector fields on the total space of the bundle. From this point, of view, 
aa projective connection is given by a projective action of the tangent vectors on the 
bundle,, liftin g the action on the base manifold. 
Recall,, c.f. (2.5). that the tangent space to £x is given by a quotient of the Lie algebra 
Vectc(5'1)-- Let us first consider the following action of the Virasoro algebra on Ff-11. 

(5.13)) V f z = 7rejr{Y) - T 4 ( F ) . Y e VectcfS1) . 
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Thiss is the difference between the natural action of the Virasoro algebra on the Fock 
space,, and its action given by the Segal-Sugawara construction. Notice that the coset 
construction,, (see Lemma 5.2), implies that this indeed gives a projective action of 
Vir .. The same lemma also implies that this action commutes with M, i.e., the KZ~ 
connectionn is LG-equivariant. Since the first term is the infinitesimal of the global 
actionn (5.12), and the Segal-Sugawara operators act by inner derivations on M, it 
iss clear that this action, seen as an action on a bundle of Fock spaces, preserves the 
subbundlee Hx. In order to define a projective connection, we must show that this in 
factt describes an action of the tangent vectors of £x on He

x. In view of (2.5) this is 
equivalentt to showing that, for each £ G £x the subalgebra Vectc(S) acts trivially 
onn the fiber H^. Since the positive energy representation H  ̂ is cyclically generated 
byy the vacuum vector Qf^, and the connection is LG-equivariant. it suffices to show 
thatt Q  ̂ is annihilated by Vectc(E). For the first term in the representation above, 
thiss follows immediately from the construction of Q^, and for the second term this is 
givenn by Proposition 5.9. 
Too calculate the curvature, one uses the commutation relations in the Virasoro algebra 
too find 

K{Y^YK{Y^Y22)) := V £ f y a ] - [ V £ Z , V ? / ] [Yi,Y[Yi,Y2 2 

££ dim g 

(*(*  + c) 
c(Y^Yc(Y^Y22)l)lH{ H{ 

Noticee that the commutation relations coming from the first term in (5.13) do not con-
tributee to the curvature, since, as we have seen in (5.12). this comes from a Diff+fS1)-
equivariantt embedding (5.11). D 

Remarkk 5.30. This proposition leaves two fundamental questions unanswered: First, 
iss this connection integrable? Notice that in infinite dimensions this is a highly non-
triviall  question. Given the homotopy structure of £x, c.f. (2.4), integrability would 
implyy the existence of a projective representation of the mapping class group on the 
multiplicityy spaces of H^. Second, is this connection Hermitian for the inner product 
onn H^'! The answer to this question is clearly no. since the representation of the 
Virasoroo algebra given by the Segal Sugawara construction contains a selfadjoint as 
welll  as a skew-adjoint part. Notice that the "unitary direction" in this sense is exactly 
thee real subalgebra VectfS1) which integrates to the projective unitary representation 
off  Diff^S 1). This merely changes the boundary parameterization of the Riemann 
surface,, i.e., leaves the "real moduli" untouched. We will deal with these questions 
laterr on. 

Forr the vector bundle of conformal blocks over the moduli space of curves, there is a 
secondd construction of a projective flat connection [Hi] , called Hitchin's connection, 
whichh is proved to be isomorphic to the KZ-connection in [La], generalizing earlier 
workk [BL] . This construction uses differential geometry on the moduli space of curves, 
insteadd of representation theory, and therefore does not admit a straightforward gen-
eralizationn to the infinite dimensional case. 
Finally,, OIK1 might ask whether there is a line bundle L over £x with connection 
suchh that the tensor product L ® Hx with the product connection is flat. Clearly, 
alll  that is required is the existence of a projective action of the Virasoro algebra on 
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suchh a line bundle with central charge opposite to that of H'x. Therefore, one can 
constructt such a line bundle from a suitable conformal field theory in the sense of 
Definitionn 2.2G. For the finite dimensional vector bundle of conformal blocks, such a 
linee bundle was constructed in [AU] using a simple conformal field theory of fermions 
onn Riernann surfaces, see Theorem 5.31. although these authors use a different (finite 
dimensional)) construction of CFT's. I t is not difficul t to extend this approach to our 
infinit ee dimensional case. Notice that this wil l not solve the problem of unitarity. that 
is.. the product connection on L S ft'Y wil l not be hermitian. 

5.3.8.. C o m p l ex cobord isms a nd co r respondences. Thus far. we have mainly 
beenn concerned with Riernann surfaces with one boundary component. We now ex-
tendd our constructions to general complex cobordisms. 

FermionsFermions on a Riernann surface. Recall the axiomatic approach to conformal field 
theoryy described in section 2.26. Before proceeding, we describe an example of such a 
conformall  field theory, due to G. Segal [S2], which describes fermions on a Riernann 
surface.. Its structure, most importantly its gluing properties, wil l be used later on. 
Considerr a Riernann surface E <= £,„,„.  We have a decomposition of the boundary 
Hubertt space H = L2(dY..V) = L2(0Xin,V) ®_L2{dE<nit,V) and consequently the 
Fockk space associated to H is given by T = Tïn S .F„u t. where Tm = Tf™ and 
"̂..ut.. —  and the complex conjugation occurs because of the orientation of the 

boundaryy components. By Proposition 5.3. E determines a point Wv, e Gr(H). and 
therefore,, by the Phicker embedding, a ray [Qs] e ?(ƒ"). This gives, up to a. scalar, a 
t racee class operator 

T h e o r emm 5.31 (G. Segal [S2]). The functor T. uniquely determined byT{Sl) = Ty. 
andand r ( S) = J*:, defines a conformal field theory with central charge c = d imfV) . In 
particular,particular, the following identities hold, 

di in(Ms)) = d im( IFS l) + d i m ( Ur
S 2) 

TEE = r r E 2 o T v r c G C* 

whenwhen gluing E] <E £„,,„  and E2 € £nj-, i.e., E = E] U5i E2. 

Wee wil l not give a proof of this theorem. It follows from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
forr cohomology of the sheaf £ of holomorphic sections of the trivial vector bundle E = 
EE x V. although it should be remarked that the second expression is multiplicative, 
ra therr than addit ive like the gluing of section of sheaves. Notice that the first equality 
cann be explicitly checked from the expression in Proposit ion 5.3. For a proof of the 
secondd equality, see [H] or the higher dimensional version in [MiSc] . The level is 
mostt easily read off from the cocycle of the relevant projective unitary representation 
off  Diff+fS 1) on the Fock space T, given in [PS]. 

R e m a rkk 5.32. When E has no boundary, we obtain the identities 

index(0Ê)) = dim( VFEl) + dim( VFSs) 

De t (c^)) = ( 0 ^ , ^ ) . 

Noticee that in this case E is compact, and therefore the Cauchy-Riemann operator BE 
iss Fredholm and has an index and a determinant. The first equation of course gives 
exactlyy the Riernann Roch number. When one applies the construction of section 
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5.3.6,, one finds a similar identity, but now for the Pfaffian of the ^-operator, when 
twistedd by a Spin structure. 

Bimodules.Bimodules. Now. for a general complex cobordism E E Sm_n, we get by Theorem 
5.311 a ray of trace class maps in which we choose one T  ̂ : F  ̂ — ̂ out of unit trace 
norm,, i.e.. | |Ts| |i = 1. Let Kin be the von Neumann algebra defined on JFin by the re-
foldd tensor product M®m and Kout the algebra defined as M®n. Recall the definition 
off  the quantum Hubert space in section 5.3 as the GNS representation associated to 
thee state on M induced by the conformal field theory 5.31. This time we Let H  ̂ be 
thee Hubert space completion of Kin ® Kout in the the positive sesquilinear form 

(ki(ki ® k2, ks 0 £4)s := tvTx( (k^T^k^k^T^k ̂ . 
out t 

Togetherr with the obvious left and right action of A'in and Kout this produces a Kin-
KKoutout correspondence. By definition, this correspondence is cyclic. Observe that the 
generatingg vector T^ intertwines the G^-action; 

(5.14)) TsVm = Vout^E, V((pin,^out) e Gc. 

Usingg the isomorphism in section 5.2.1, \f_g = M/ p, we actually get a bimodulc 

-ftinn > ^S < ^out-

Itt wil l be clear that all properties of the positive energy representation associated 
too a Riemann surface with one boundary component have a natural generalization 
too these correspondences: The underlying Hubert spaces form a smooth bundle over 
££mjTlmjTl and there is a natural projective flat connection of this bundle. Furthermore, 
thee following proposition follows immediately from the definitions. 
Propositionn 5.33. The assignment £nun —> {A/®" ' - M*T' bimodules}, given by 
££ t—> H  ̂ satisfies the following properties, 

i)i)  It is Sm x Sn-equivariant. 
ii)ii)  The flip operation £m,„  —> £m- i , n+i is implemented by the inversion auto-

morphismmorphism j of M. 
Hi)Hi)  H^^Hx-

AA natural question is whether this assignment defines a functor from the complex 
cobordismm category to the category of (isomorphism classes of) correspondences over 
vonn Neumann algebras. In other words, does the gluing of Riemann surfaces corre-
spondd to taking the relative tensor product over M'? Since the H  ̂ are obtained by 
quantizingg the moduli space of flat connections M{T.) and given the "gluing equals re-
duction""  theorem 4.16, this functoriality would be given by a "quantization commutes 
withh reduction" theorem. We now turn to this question. 

5.4.. Quantized reduction 

Wee are going to apply a general definition of "quantized reduction", i.e., a procedure 
aimingg to quantize the notion of symplectic reduction, advocated in [La2], According 
too this scheme, quantization should be a functor from the category of dual pairs over 
Poissonn spaces to the category of bimodules over von Neumann algebras. This means 
thatt dual pairs should be mapped into correspondences, and in particular, symplectic 
reductionn should be quantized by the relative tensor product over von Neumann 
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algebras.. Remark that this notion of quantized reduction is extremely general and 
coverss all cases of interest, besides the usual action of a compact Lie group, where it is 
equivalentt to the usual notion of quantized reduction in terms of taking invariants. In 
ourr case, we have already defined the map associated to this ^'quantization functor": 
Thee Poisson space Lg*t is quantized by the algebra M!y-n. and the dual pair given by 
thee moduli space of flat connections M{L) over a general cobordism E : <9£in ~*  d £o ut 

hass been quantized in section 5.3.8 to the bimodule K1U —  H  ̂ <— KmiX. By Theorem 
4.16.. we now observe that functoriality of quantization is equivalent to functoriality 
ass expressed at the end of the previous section, namely as a functor from the complex 
cobordismm category to the category of von Neumann algebras and correspondences 
constructedd in chapter 3. 

5 .4 .1.. T h e s tanda rd for m of M. To actually compute the relative tensor 
product,, we need to find a Hilbert space on which M acts in standard form. c.f. 
sectionn 3.2.3. Motivated by the fact that such a bimodule acts as a left and right 
unitt for the quantum reduction procedure, c.f. Proposition 3.8, as well as by the 
classicall  property (4.17) of the svmplectic groupoid. a natural candidate is given by 
HHee

AA.. AeS. 

P r o p o s i t i onn 5.34. The M - M bimodule H(
A, AeS gives M in standard form. 

PROOF.. The Hilbert space HA clearly carries commuting right and left actions of M. 
i.e.,, M C ( M ° P ) ' and A / ° P C M'. By Proposit ion 5.12, there is a dense embedding 
M{A)M{A) C P ( # i ). Now consider the action of LGC onM(A) associated to the incoming 
boundary.. Since the subset of elements admit t ing a holomorphic extension to A is 
densee in LGc, it follows from the isomorphism (4.15) that the map 

LGLGCC ^ M(A), v^ip-d 

hass dense image. Since the action of 7i(LGc) C M covers the one of LGC on M(A) C 
P ( i ^ ) ,, we therefore conclude that it{LGc)Q.eA forms a dense subset of H\. The same 
reasoningg applies to the right action of of M, and therefore 

ImImAA =HA= W^A. AeS. 

Hencee the vacuum vector is cyclic and separating, and this implies by the Tomi ta-
Takesakii  theorem that M acts on HA in standard form. D 

Coro l la r yy 5.35. For A G S. there is an isomorphism 

AGA;; AGA; 

PROOF.. AS we have seen, M = SA e A ; J3 ( i /A ) , so the right-hand side clearly gives 
MM in s tandard form. But the standard form is unique up to unitary equivalence, 
thereforee the result follows.

ModularModular theory. I t is not difficul t to calculate the action of the modular auto-
morphismm group associated with this realization of the standard form of M. For 
simplicity,, we consider the annulus A(J. for some q e (0,1) see section 2.5.7. Such a 
surfacee induces a vacuum vector 
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whichh in turn induces a trace class operator Tq. This operator is easy to determine 
explicitlyy by realizing that these operators should induce an involutive representation 
off  the semigroup C*<1. As shown in [PS], this semigroup has a canonical action on the 
Grassmanniann Gr(H), which is implemented on the Fock space Fy£ by the operators 

thatt is, T* = qD, where D is the energy operator on Ffr
( generating the action of 

Ro t f ^1) .. Therefore, this representation clearly extends to an involutive representation 
off  the semigroup Q , = {2 G C, 0 < |z| < 1} , where the ' 'boundary" \z\ = 1 gives 
thee action of Rot fS1) . 
Wi t hh this notat ion the state uiq on M associated to the annulus Aq can be wri t ten as 

t r ^ ff  (qDxqD) 
(5.15)) Jq{x) =  v

 2 , x € AL 
l|yy II2 

Thee factor in the denominator is put in for normalization, i.e., to ensure that ||CL^|| = 1. 

Byy Remark 5.32 it can be identified as the determinant of the d-operator on an elliptic 

curvee with modular parameter q = e2 7" r . 

T h e o r emm 5.36. The action of the modular group oq : R —  Au t (M ) associated to 
thethe cyclic and separating vector Qq G HA is given by rotation, i.e., 

(5.16)) aq
t(x) =  ê oSqL0xe-itioSqL  ̂ x € M 

PROOF.. View H* := HA as a closed subspace of B2 (Fy*) by extending the map 

byy left and right AZ-equivariance. Recall, c.f. section 3.2.3, that the modular operators 
associatedd to a standard form can be easily read off from the structure a left-Hilbert 
algebraa on a dense subspace of Hq. In fact, this subspace is simply M£lq Q Hq with 
algebraa structure given by {xQe

q)  (yftq) = xyQq, x.y G M , and the ^-operator S by 
(xQ(xQff)*)*  = x*Of . Writing S — J A, one easily checks that the modular operators are 
givenn by the restriction of 

J{x)J{x) = x\ A(x) = qDxq~D. x € B2 (Tf) , 

too Hi . Notice that A is unbounded, since it involves the unbounded inverse of qD. 

Now,, using the coset construction, Lemma 5.2 to write D — L0 + A 0 , and observing 

that t 
qqit*„it*„  = e« t logqa„  ez(M), 

thee statement of the theorem follows.

R e m a rkk 5.37. States such as the one given by the vector Qq are known as KM S 

statess [T] , In fact, comparing to the standard terminology, the state ujq defined by 

UUqq has a temperature given bv 

logg q 
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wit hh respect to the "Hamiltonian" L0. Notice that this temperature depends on the 
geometryy of A. I t goes to infinit y as the annulus shrinks to a circle, i.e.. in the limi t 
wheree q —> 1. This limi t is precisely in the Shilov boundary of the semigroup of 
aimuli,, i.e., the group Dif f +{5 1) . 

I tt is interesting to look at some consequences of the Tomita Takesaki theory in our 
casee since it gives (by operator-theoretical means) a number of results that can be 
checkedd geometrically, showing the interplay between geometry and operator algebras 
inn our approach. First of all. since the vacuum vector Sl( is annihilated by A, 

A ^^ = 0. 

itt follows from Theorem 5.36 that Q(
q is invariant under the rotation action. This is 

confirmedd by (2.6) and Proposition 5.9. precisely because the rotation action consid-
eredd is the diagonal action of Rot^S1) at both boundaries of the given annulus. We 
thereforee conclude that the vacuum vector lies in the zero-energy subspaces of Hf

( . 

ïïïïqq E H'q(0). Furthermore, the theory predicts that for x G M that lie in the dense 
domainn of definition of the analytic continuation aq . ,„  that 

-i/2 -i/2 

(5.i7)) xuf
q = ny_ir2(x). 

Noww consider the group G'c" C LGc x LGc of holoinorphic maps from Aq to GQ. 
Elementss of this subgroup are represented as (^ i n . ^ I ) l l t ) . Given the expression of the 
modularr automorphism group by inner automorphisms implementing the rotat ion 
act ionn on M. it wil l be clear that 

Combiningg this equation with (5.17). one finds equation (5.14). 

TheThe Radon Nikodym derivative. We now let the standard form H\ vary over the 
semigroupp of annuli. Of course, by Corollary 5.35, all Hilbert spaces are isomorphic, 
butt we want to find explicit isomorphisms, which, in a sense1, integrate the connection 
onn this bundle. For this, we use Connes*  Radon Nikodym derivative for von Neumann 
algebras,, see e.g. [Con, T ] , This derivative measures the change between two faithful 
normall  semifmite weights on a von Neumann algebra M and reduces to the classical 
Radonn Nikodym derivative when M = L'x-(X,fi) and the weights are given by mea-
suress on X. For a general von Neumann algebra, it gives an explicit transformation 
off  the whole modular theory defined by two weights on M (see below). In particu-
lar,, it shows that the actions of M by the modular automorphism groups associated 
too different weights differ by inner automorphism, showing that the class induced in 
Out(Af)) = A u t ( A / ) / I n n ( M ) is an invariant of M. Its use for the construction of the 
relativee tensor product over M conies from the fact that it gives the transformation 
rulee to go from one weight to another, showing independence of the construction on 
thee weight chosen, up to uni tary equivalence. Of course, we only apply this to our 
familyy of states u>q. c.f. (5.15), for q e (0,1). First we need the following: 

P r o p o s i t i onn 5.38. For q E (0.1). there exists a unique normal linear map Sq : 

BB (F$e) -> M that satisfies 

i)i)  Il£,(*)|| < Ikll - V.re B ( J ^ ). 
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ii)ii)  £q{x) = X, Vx G M 

in)in) Jq{x)=Jq(Eq{x)), V i e B ( ^ ) 

iv)iv) £q(x*x) > 0, V x G B (Ff/) 

v)v) £q{axb) = a£q{x)b, Va, 6 £ M , x € £ ( ^ £ ) 

vi)vi) £q{x)*£q(x) < £q{x*x). Vx G B (Tf) 

PROOF.. The map £q is the conditional expectation associated to the inclusion M C 

BB {Fyi) and the weight ujq on B {Fy()- Existence and uniqueness of such a map fol-

lowss from the invariance of M under the modular automorphism group oq
t of B [Ty ) . 

seee [T] chapter IX . Following the proof of Theorem 5.36, one easily observes that the 

modularr automorphism group of this weight on B (Fyf') is given by 

aaqq
tt((xx)) = ei n o g 9 Dx e - i t l o g f / D , xeB (Tf) . 

Becausee of the factorization D — L 0 + A , this automorphism group reduces to the 
expressionn (5.16) on the subset M C B(Tye), and therefore leaves M invariant. 
Thiss invariance of M under the modular automorphism group uniquely determines 
thee conditional expectation. Notice that properties iv) - vi) are consequences of 
i)i)  — Hi). n 

Noww we consider two states u)qi and OJ ,̂ with 0 < q\ < q2 < 1, associated to two 
annulii  A  ̂ and Aq.2. Recall, see e.g. [Con], that the Radon - Nikodym derivative, 
denotedd ut := [Dujq\ : Dujq2)t: is the unique continuous map ut : R — U(M) (unitary 
operatorss in M) satisfying the following three properties: 

i)ui)uu+t2u+t2 = « t . ^ K J V t x ^ a e R, 

(5.18)) ii) o-f{x) = uto?{x)u*t Vi G R, .r G AL 

££ '~^ = u/ [iftioxu-iio ] Vx G A/. ™«JJ o;gi ^xj = wq2 ^ _ ! / 2 a ; t j _ l / 2 ^ 

Propos i t i onn 5.39. Le£ 0 < qi < qi < 1. 77ie Radon-Nikodym derivative of the two 

statesstates u>qi and ujq2 is given by 

(DJ(DJqiqi : DJq2)t = r«l ( f t exp (2it]og(Ql/q2)L0) G A/. 

tuttfii  umgue T ^ G Z ( M ) fl ( / (M ) satisfying T ^ T  ̂ = r ^ , / or qx < q2 < q3. 

PROOF.. Consider the map ut : R —  £/(A/) given by 

ii  D M \ 2it 
|<?11 | |2 \ c / / / s.2itD 

// 11 Dn \ z " 
// 9L 2 \ c (( 1 > UU**  = n DM  £Q2 ( (91/92, 

Wee claim that this is in fact the Radon Nikodym derivative: First, it follows from 
propertiess Hi) and v) in Proposit ion 5.38 of the conditional expectation, that this 
mapp satisfies (5.18) Hi). Next, observe that since D — L{) + A 0 , property Hi) above 
allowss one to rewrite 

002ii2ii  log'(<7L/r/2)^o 
£?22 ( ( 9 i / 9 2 )2 " D ) =£q.2 {[qi/fi'if) 

Observee that for y G A/' , one has £q(y) G Z(M). Therefore the first factor in this 
expressionn above lies in the center Z{M), and this explains the general form of the 
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derivative.. Comparing with the explicit expression (5.16) of the modular automor-
phismm group in Theorem 5.36, propertyy ii)  of (5.18) is immediate. The first property 
iss trivial to check.

Thee explicit expression above immediately shows that 

(5.19)) (DuJ, : Du4)( (Ooi : DjJf = (Djqt : D < ) ( . 

Thiss is in fact the chain rule for the Radon Nikodym derivative. Next, define 

bbqiqi,,q2q2 := (DJqi : Du;fq2)_i/2, 

andd notice that this defines an element of M for 0 < qi < q2 < 1. In general, this 
followss from the fact that oJf < C^f . 

Corollar yy 5.40. For qi < q2, the map Uqi(]2(x) — xbq^q2 extends to a unitary 
isomorphismisomorphism Uqxq2 : L2(A/.u;^) —> L2{\Luje(]2), which satisfies 

f-5-2»)) K^L,  = vU-
forfor q\ <q2< q:i-

P R O O F.. Since qx < q2, on has bqi.q.2 G A/, and by property ii)  of (5.18) the map 
UUqiqqiq..22 i« isometric for the norms on M induced by the states uiqi and LJ( . It therefore 
extendss to the alluded unitary isomorphism. The composition property follows from 
thee chain rule (5.19). D 

Thiss result gives us the desired isomorphisms as the Hilbert bundle H(
c varies over 

thee semigroup (0,1). The semigroup property (5.20) shows that these isomorphisms 
aree compatible with the order structure in the semigroup. Using the action of the 
Diff +(S'1)) one can extend this result, to the whole semigroup of annuli *S, see section 
5.6.33 where we also compare to the KZ-connection. 

TheThe limit q  1. We now want to consider the limi t in which the annuli Aq 

shrinkk to a circle, i.e.. the limit q — 1. Geometrically, this means that A approaches 
thee Shilov boundary of 5. the non-existing unit element of the semigroup. Therefore, 
thee limi t q —  1 of uoq does not exist as a faithful state. However, there is a way to 
takee the limit q —> 1 so as to obtain a standard form of M that is. in some sense, 
canonical.. For this, observe that by Corollary 5.40 the family HA , for q e (0. 1) forms 
aa directed system of Hilbert spaces: For (/[ < q2, there are unitary isomorphisms 

 HAfn ^Hk.2 that satisfy 

uuff uf = u( 

Therefore,, we can take the inductive limi t (see [KRj) 

L 2(A/ ) := l imt f^ . . 

Thiss is a Hilbert space with the universal property that for each q £ (0.1) there exists 
aa canonical isoinetry Uq : HA —> Z2(A/) , such that for qi < q2 the following triangle 
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commutes: : 

9l9l-- L2(M) 

Observee that the canonical s tandard form of M constructed using half densities on 
MM [Con], has exactly this property for all faithful semifinite normal weights. Taking 
thee direct limi t is our way of making the standard form natural with respect to the 
familyy of weights ujq, q € (0, 1). 
Thee universal property above ensures uniqueness of the direct limit , provided it exists. 
A nn explicit construction is given as follows: Let B be the the quotient of the vector 
spacee of sequences {ipq G HA ,q G (0,1)}  by the subspace of sequences such that 
l i m ^ ii  ||V>q||//A = 0. The Hilbert space L2(M) is the completion of B in the norm 

\\{%}\\=\\{%}\\=  SUp \\ q̂\\HAq. 
9€(0,1) ) 

TheThe Hilbert space of the Wess-Zumino Witten model. We now give another, 
canonicall  construction of the direct limi t Hilbert space L2(M). Consider the defining 
representationn of M on the Fock space Fy( and let p G A/' , p :=  ©AGA*PA be the pro-
jectionn defined by taking the direct sum of projections p\ onto an irreducible subspace 
off  T® of type A e A ^ . Of course, we have a canonical choice of the projections p\ by 
takingg the highest weight vectors of G — SU(N) in the zero energy space of T®(, but 
thee following construction is independent of such a choice: Namely the tracial weight 
onn M defined by 

(5.21)) T{X) := tr^fixp), x G M 

iss canonically defined and is clearly faithful semifinite and normal. The standard form 
associatedd to r is evidently given by 

LL22{M,T)={M,T)=  0 B2(HX). 
AA  e A; 

Thiss Hilbert space is the Hilbert space of the Wess Zumino Wit ten model and for this 

reasonn we wil l denote this Hilbert space by i/(Vzw- To prove that this Hilbert space 

iss the direct limi t of the Hl
A as q —> 1, we have to specify unitary isomorphisms 

U'U'qq : HAq - # 4 -z w , such that U^U  ̂ = U* r for 0 < Ql < q2 < 1. and use the 

universall  property of the direct limit . 

Forr this, we consider the Radon Nikodym derivative the weights uA q G (0,1) and 

r .. Using the defining properties (5.18), one easily deduces that the derivative is given 

by y 

{DJ{DJqq : Dr)t = r ^2 , ' t L « G M, 

withh Tf
q G U(AI) D Z(M) given by a normalization factor. Again, by the general 

propertiess of the Radon-Nikodym derivative, or by direct inspection, the chain rule 
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holds,, i.e.. 

( HH : DJq2)t{DJq,2 : Dr)t = (DwJ, : Dr)t. 0 < 9 i < g2 < 1. 

Therefore,, the map £/̂  : xQ.A *—> xbq, with 6g — {Diüq : D r ) _ , /2 € A/, defines a uni-

taryy isomorphism Hf
A = H ( v z w . The Chain rule for the Radon Nikodym derivative 

impliess the property 

UUff U( = U( . 

Byy the universal property of the direct limit , this induces a unique isomorphism 
L 2 ( M ) - < Z W . . 

Duality.Duality. To define the dual of a positive energy representation H at level £ one has 
too be careful: First observe that the dual Hubert space H merely carries a projective 
uni taryy representation at level —/. However, using the inversion z »—> z^1 on the circle 
onee finds again a representation at level /: 

Def in i t i o nn 5 .41. Let H be a positive energy representation. Its dual H* E Rept(LG) 

iss defined by lett ing M act on H through the automorphism j . 

Onee easy consequence of this definition is the following: 

L e m m aa 5.42. There is an isomorphism H  ̂ = H*\ where * : AJ -  ̂ Af is the 
involutioninvolution given by the longest Weyl group element. 

P R O O F.. One easily checks that the dual of an irreducible representation is again 
irreducible.. We therefore only need to determine the irreducible representation of G 
onn the zero energy subspace of Hy Since H\(0) = V\ and G is left pointwise fixed 
byy the automorphism j , one easily observes that H*\(0) = V£ = V*\. D 

Coro l la r yy 5 .43. Up to a complex scalar, there is a unique LG-invariant vector in 

HHxx -3 H*x 

P R O O F.. This follows from Schur's lemma, combined with the duality above. D 

Comparee this with the similar situation for compact Lie groups. Next, consider the 

familyy of vacuum vectors $Y G HA . q E (0. f) . These form a vector ü (v z v v in the 

directt limi t L2{M) by 

^WZWW = { ^ \ K/€(0.1)-

Alternatively,, one can think of this vector as the limi t 

(5.22)) n ( v z w : = l i m n ; e < z w . 

wheree Hf is considered, with the help of the isometrics Uq. as a continuous family 
off  vectors in / / ( v z w . Notice that, since \\ft(\\ — 1. Vg € (0.1), the vector ^ ( v z w 

iss nonzero. Every ile lies in the zero energy subspace of H(VZA V with respect to 
thee diagonal Rot(S'1)-action. see the discussion following Remark 5.37. and therefore 
i^wzvvv also has energy zero. Even more, it. follows from equation (5.f 7) that f2(v zw 6 
H ( v z ww is LG-invariant with respect to the diagonal LG-action. Combining these two 
factss and looking at the canonical decomposition of 7 / (v z w, one finds that f2(v zw = 
(&\v\.(&\v\. where up to a complex scalar in each irreducible representation v\ G \ \ ® V+\ 

iss the vector described in Corollarv 5.43. 
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5.4.2.. The tensor  product over  M. After this discusion of the standard form, 
wee are ready to construct the tensor product over M. Consider two positive energy 
representationss H\ and H2 at level £, which we alternatively view as M-modules. Now 
lett LG act on H2 by the automorphism I. Since this changes the level by I >—> — £} the 
diagonall  LG action on the tensor product Hi <g> H2 is at level 0. Therefore there is no 
obstructionn to liftin g the action of the loop group LG to a continuous homomorphism 
LGLG —> U{H\® H2). by definition, two such liftings differ by a homomorphism LG —> 
T,, and since HomfXyG, T) = 1 (see [PS]) the lif t is unique. It follows that the LG-
invariantt subspace of H\ ® H2 is unambiguously defined. Infinitesimally, using the 
representationn of the Lie algebra Lg on the subspace of smooth vectors of Hi®H2, the 
smoothh vectors in this subspace are characterized by the fact that they are annihilated 
byy the action of Lg; 

(X{0)(X{0) ® 1 + 1 ® Y{-9)) ip = 0, il>eH1®H2, X,Y eLg. 

Onn the other hand, we can take the tensor product over M of H\ (considered as a left 
Af-module)) and H2 (with its natural structure as a right M-module). As explained in 
sectionn 3.2.4, one can compute this tensor product from any faithful normal semifmite 
weightt on M. We now have: 

Propositionn 5.44. For positive energy representations H\ and H2, there is an iso-
morphism morphism 

HiMHiMMMH~H~22̂ {Hi®H^{Hi®H 22))
LGLG. . 

PROOF.. Any faithful normal semifmite weight on M gives an isomorphism 

(5.23)) M * 0 dxB(Hx), 
AGA; ; 

withh d\ > 0 positive constants. It follows from Schur's lemma and Corollary 5.35 
that t 

HHxx B M H ^ f C if Ai = A2 
11 2 1 0 otherwise 

Thereforee the Proposition follows by decomposing Hx and H2 into irreducibles. D 

Recalll  from section 3.2.4 that there is no natural projection Hi ® H2 —  Hi MM H2, 
likee there is a natural projection n : Hi <S> H2 —> (Hi 0 H2)

LG. For this one has 
too choose a specific weight v in which case one obtains a projection is» : D(H\, v) 0 
HH22 —> H\ S„  H2, where D(H\,v) is the dense subspace of ^-bounded vectors. One 
possiblee choice would be to take the state u)lq defined by the annulus Aq e »S. Its 
associatedd subspace of u^-bounded vectors in an M-module H is denoted by D(H,q). 
Denotee by Hi Mq H2 the relative tensor product associated to the faithful state uo1. 
Recalll  that this Hubert space is formed by introducing the pre-inner product (3.1) on 
D(Hi,D(Hi, q) ® Hi, which can be written as 

wheree R  ̂ and Lr} denote the bounded intertwiners from HA to Hly i — 1,2 associated 
too £, 77 £ D(Hi, q). As explained in section 3.2.4, on takes the quotient by the kernel 
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off  this pre-inner product and completes to obtain the relative tensor product. The 
projectionn nq : D{H\. q)&H\ —> Hi^qH2 is induced by the quotient map dividing out 
thee kernel of the pre-inner product. This projection operator satisfies the balancing 
proper ty y 

Kq(&Kq(& ®q 'I) = Kqit &q aQ_{/2{X)T}). 

seee Remark 3.9. To have bet ter balancing properties, one would like to take the limi t 
ass q approaches 1 so that the action of the modular automorphism group becomes 
trivial ,, just like in the construction of the standard form of M in section 5.4.1. For 
this,, we investigate how the relative tensor product H\ Mq H2 depends on q 6 (0,1). 
Firstt observe: 
L e m m aa 5.45. Suppose 0 < q\ < q2 < 1- Then D(H,qi) C D(H,q2). 

PROOF.. Let £ e D(H.qi). i.e. there is a constant Q > 0 such that 

H£*ll<QlklUlÉll -- V j -eJ iv 
Sincee M<n C Mqi. it follows that £ G D(H, q2). D 

Byy the general theory of the relative tensor product, the Hubert spaces Hi Kl7l H2 

andd H\ E,/2 H2 for 0 < q\ < q2 < 1 are isomorphic. Explicitly, this isomorphism is 

inducedd by the linear map U  ̂ q.2 : D(Hi.q2) ® H2 —> D{H\,q\) ® H2 given by 

Onee easily c;hecks that this is an isometry for the pre-inner product (3.1) on both 
spaces,, and therefore extends to a unitary isomorphism 

U^U  ̂ >92 : Hi B,/3 H2 —> tf 1 Mqi H2. 

Ass for the standard form of Al, these Hubert spaces and isomorphisms build a directed 
systemm of Hilbert spaces. 

Again,, we now take the inductive limi t and define 

HiHi  MAI ~H2 := lim Hx Mq ~H2. 

Byy definition, this Hilbert space has the universal property that for any q € (0,1), 
theree is a natural isomorphism Uf : H\ MM H2 —  H] Klq H2 such that for q\ < q2 < q:i 

thee diagram 
UUf f 

HiHi  M(j{ H2 *^  Hi mM H2 

commutes.. Recall that Connes' relative tensor product [Con] has this very same 
proper tyy for all faithful semifinite normal weights on M. whereas we have simply 
pickedd a natural family of weights. 
Too obtain a projection operator with the right properties, consider the weight r on 
MM defined in (5.21). 
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Lemmaa 5.46. D{H,q) C D(H,T), Vg G (0,1) 

PROOF.. Since qD = qL°qA°, it is clear from the definition (5.15) of the state ioe
q that 

theree exists a positive constant Cq > 0 such that 

wj(ar)) < Cqtrr{xqLop) < Cqr(x). 

Fromm this estimate one immediately finds that D(H,q) C D(H,T), and the result 
follows.. D 

Thee weight r gives us a projection TTT : D(H\,T) ® H2  H\ MM H2 with exactly the 
rightt properties: 
Propositionn 5.47. The natural inclusion D{H\,T) ® H2 '—* Hi (g> H2 induces the 
unitaryunitary isomorphism of Proposition 5.44. 

PROOF.. As we have seen, the action of the modular automorphism group induced by 
rr is trivial, and therefore the projection TTT satisfies 

(5.24)) nT{£®xn) =nT(Sx®ri), Vz e M, £ G D{HX,T), n G #2 . 

Ass this is precisely the condition for vectors to lie in the invariant part under the 
actionn of LG, it follows that there is a commutative diagram 

D{HI,T)®H~D{HI,T)®H~22 * Hi®H2 

HHxxMMhlhlHH22 {HX®H2)
LG 

Heree the lower map is induced by the inclusion. It is isometric since the constants in 
thee spectral decomposition (5.23) for r are equal to 1. D 

Noticee that r is the only weight for which this property holds. In other words, if we 
equipp Hi ® H2 with the pre-inner product by putting the projection onto the LG-
invariantt part into the usual inner product, the inclusion above becomes an isometry 
off  pre-inner product spaces. 

5.5.. Quantization commutes wit h reduction 

Wee now turn to the question raised at the end of section 5.3.8, concerning the func-
torialityy of the assignment E 1—> H^. Given the notions of quantization, symplec-
ticc reduction, and quantum reduction, a natural question is whether these in some 
sensee "commute". Given Theorem 4.16, for the moduli space of flat connections, 
thiss amounts to the question whether the reduction procedure of the previous section 
implementss the geometric gluing of the underlying (complex) surfaces. 

5.5.1.. The quantization conjecture for  loop groups. Let us first describe 
thee setting in which we work. Let Ei € £m.i and E2 G £i,n, so that Ei U î E2 G £in.n. 
Inn this situation, let us simply write T\n for the Fock space corresponding to the 
incomingg space of Ei, jFout for the outgoing space of E2, and T for the outgoing space 
off  Ei as well as the incoming space of E2. With these conventions, quantization of 
thee moduli space of flat connections gives Hilbert spaces 
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ass well as 

Hi,Hi, C B2 (rS*. ƒ « « ). Hi, C B2 ( ƒ * . ƒ * ; ) . 

Wee wil l usually write 7/ e H  ̂ for a vector, and Tv G B2 for the corresponding 
Hubertt Schmidt, operator from the ingoing to the outgoing Fock space. For notat ional 
clarity,, wc gather the m-fold tensor product of M into a single von Neumann algebra 
K\K\ = A/®1" , and similarly K'2 = Mm. In this way, we have correspondences 

Thee purpose of this section is to prove 

T h e o r emm 5.48. (Quantization commutes with reduction) Let E — Si U5M £2 of3 a 

surfacesurface with at least one boundary. Then, in the category of positive energy represen-

tations,tations, there is a canonical isomorphism 

R e m a rkk 5 .49. As stated, this theorem is predicted by the ' 'quantization commutes 
wit hh reduction" philosophy. However, the precise form in which it should hold depends 
onn how one looks at the quantization of J M ( E ). Therefore, we obtain three versions 
off  the quantizat ion conjecture in this context, related to the three spaces involved in 
thee triple (5.10) quantizing A"1(£): Namely, the isomorphism holds 

i)i)  As LC-modules. This is the weakest form of the conjecture, and only in-
volvess the topological vector space T^. i.e., the right hand side of the triple 
(5.10).. Notice that in this category all three vector spaces in the triple are 
"essentiallyy equivalent" in the sense of [PS] chapter 9. 

ii)ii)  As positive energy representations in the sense of Definition 1.1. This takes 
caree of the Hubert space structure on the dense subspace H  ̂ of r | .. and the 
isomorphismm should be unitary. This statement is equivalent to functoriality 
off  quantizat ion as taking values in the category of von Neumann algebras 
andd isomorphism classes of correspondences, viz. the category constructed 
inn Chapter 3. 

Hi)Hi)  As cyclic M-modules. This t ime the isomorphism should not only be unitary, 
butt also preserve the vacuum vectors. By the coherent state embedding, this 
alsoo includes the "classical states11, and is therefore related to the left hand 
sidee of the triple (5.10). (Recall that the Hilbert space H  ̂ is the completion 
off  this vector space.) 

Wee wil l prove all three versions of the quantization theorem. Notice that it is only 
inn the last form, that the quantization commutes with reduction principle natural ly 
incorporatess the whole triple (5.10) quantizing Ai(H), exactly the point of view we 
havee been advocating. 

Denotee by ®w the projective tensor product of topological vector spaces. The first 
formm of the theorem as stated above can be proved quite easily: 

P r o p o s i t i onn 5.50. There is an LG-equivariant isomorphism of topological vector 
spaces spaces 

( r^r^) L G - r i i 
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PROOF.. AS in the finite dimensional Kahler case [GS1], there is an obvious map 

Namely,, restrict an invariant holomorphic section s of L^f xL^e to/ i_ 1(0) C A1(£i)x 
M.(Y,2)M.(Y,2) and let it descend to the quotient by LG. In this way we obtain a holomorphic 
sectionn s of the line bundle L  ̂ over M(T>). The map s >—> s obviously satisfies 

i*Si*S = 7T*S, 

where,, as before, i : /i_1(0) —> jVf(E) is the inclusion and ir : n~l(0) —> n~1{())/LG is 
thee quotient map. Since both i and iz are continuous, this defines a continuous linear 
mapp of locally convex topological vector spaces. (Recall that the topology is given by 
uniformm convergence on compact subsets.) Injectivity and surjectivity follow from the 
factt that the symplectic and complex quotients are both smooth, and in fact coincide. 
Finally,, the action of LG on r f^e^r f; extends to LGnz- D 

Remarkk 5.51. When X has no boundaries, one has to be more careful, since in that 
casee M.(Y,) is singular (but finite dimensional) and one has to specify the right hand 
sidee of (5.50). In this case, the symplectic quotient only equals the complex quotient 
off  the subset of stable points. However, using the asymptotics of the gradient flow of 
aa Morse-type function, the same result can be proved [Wo]. 

Wee now come to the stronger version of the quantization commutes with reduction 
principle. . 

Propositionn 5.52. The isomorphism of Proposition 5.50 induces a unitary isomor-
phismphism of densely embedded Hilbert spaces 

PROOF.. Consider the antidual of the topological vector space {S^/^^Y.^) '. This 
topologicall  vector space can naturally fits into a triple 

((ii.®.^) 10)**  c (H  ̂®H^fc c (rL.ê.rL,)"1, 
givingg a rigging of the invariant part of the Hilbert space. The problem is that this 
antiduall  is not so easy to describe explicitly. It is not simply the invariant part of 
thee tensor product of the antiduals of T^ and T^ , but rather behaves as a quotient. 
Indeed,, consider the generating sets of the antiduals given by the image of the coherent 
states,, c.f. Proposition 5.12. Any point of L^ <g) L^. gives a continuous linear 

functionall  on (r |. é>n^Y, ) by restriction, which only depends on the LG-orbits of 
thiss point. Since we can equally well take the invariant part under the complex loop 
groupp LGc, this functional only depends on the image in the complex, or symplectic 
quotient.. Using Theorem 4.16 and Proposition 5.50, one finds a diagram 

^^ ® LÜ —*  Hk ® Hi2 — r ^ ê . r^ 

irr w 

Li'Li' iCiC -^ 
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inn which both squares commute 
thee same triple; 

at)11 -

(it) 11 *  H£ - r'E 

Noww we use Proposit ion 5.15.

Thiss completes the proof of Theorem 5.48. but in fact we have a stronger statement: 

Coro l l a r yy 5 .53. The isomorphism of Proposition 5.52 maps coherent states to co-
herentherent states and induces the classical gluing isomorphism of Theorem 4.16. 

Thee proof is obvious from the previous proposition. In the special case of the vacuum 
vectorr fij,  the statement asserts that the canonical isomorphism inducing Theorem 
5.488 preserves the vacuum vector, thereby proving the quantization commutes with 
reduct ionn theorem in the category of cyclic positive energy representations, c.f. version 
ii)ii)  above. In any case, already Theorem 5.48 gives a positive answer to the question 
raisedd after Proposit ion 5.33; at the same t ime the following result is the quantum 
versionn of Proposit ion 4.21. 

Coro l l a r yy 5.54. The assignment Em_n —> {M®m - A/®" bimodules}, given by E >—
H^,H^, defines a functor from the complex cobordism category to the category of von 
NeumannNeumann algebras and isomorphism classes of correspondences. 

Noticee the similarity with conformal field theory in the sense of Definition 2.26. 
Whereass a conformal field theory is given by a projective functor from the complex 
cobordismm category £ to the category of Hilbert spaces and trace class operators, one 
noww has a functor from € to the category of von Neumann algebras. In fact, since the 
correspondencess const i tut ing this functor are cyclic, that is, generated by the vacuum 
vector,, or more generally, vacuum trace class operator, the structure of the functor 
iss entirely determined by an underlying conformal field theory. This conformal field 
theoryy is known as the Wess Zumino Wi t ten model, which we wil l construct in sec-
tionn 5.6.2. For this, we first need to examine the structure of the correspondences H^ 
inn more detail. 

5.5 .2.. T h e coef f ic ients of H^. The preceding proof of the quantization conjec-
turee is entirely geometric in nature. To fully explore the interaction between geometry 
andd analysis, let us compute the coefficients of the correspondences H  ̂ for a general 
complexx cobordism E. Recall that for this we have to choose a faithful semifinite 
normall  weight on M. Let us therefore first consider the weight uA q £ (0,1), as-
sociatedd to an annulus Aq. This gives us the dense domain D{H^.q) C ƒƒ£ which 
iss equipped with the M-valued pre-inner product. W7e are mainly interested in the 
cyclicc vacuum vector Q .̂ that generates the whole module. Let us first assume that 
thee boundary-parameter izat ion of E is analytic. Then we have: 

L e m m aa 5.55. Vt  ̂ G D(H^,q) for 0 « g < 1 large enough. 

.. Therefore we find that both Hilbert spaces fit into 
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PROOF.. We may assume £ = T,q U51 Aq, and therefore by Theorem 5.31 

il? ? 

Usingg this fact, an easy calculation gives 

;fi i 
||x9

önf f 
lien'ss JI 
MO** II 

-- II  D O II  WXq I 

\\n\ \\n\ .D\ .D\ 

l lyy S £ s „ l l 

1199 l|2l|nE-"-||xn;ii- = c^(x) , C7£>0, 

i.e.,, the vacuum vector f^ is bounded for the state ujlq. This proves the assertion. D 

Next,, we will compute the M-valued pre-inner product on the dense domain D(H^,q). 
Lett £ e D(#£j 1 ?)  Then the intertwiner fy : HA —» H  ̂ defined by 

QQee
AA x i—  £x, x G M, 

iss bounded by definition. 

Propositionn 5.56. The M-valued pre-inner product {  , )q on D(H^,q) is given by 

&i)&i) qq = \\QD\\2£q (Q-DVCQ~D) ,Z*ve D(H^q). 

PROOF.. Recall that the M-valued inner product is uniquely determined by the equal-

ity y 

Forr the case ip — x£l\(, and taking the inner product of the left and right hand side 
withh Q( this equality gives 

Sincee fi^ is cyclic and separating in H(, this determines the M-valued inner product 
uniquely.. Indeed, one now easily verifies that 

"JJ (&*>,* ) = \\q
D\\2^(eq(q-Dr,Cq^D)x) 

==  \\qD\\2 ĝ(q-D^q-Dx) 

==  txjr {riCx) 

Sincee the domain D(H^,q) is contained in the domain of definition of the unbounded 
inversee q~D of qD, the operator q~Dr]£*q~ D is Hubert-Schmidt and therefore, taking 
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thee conditional expectation, the inner product {  . ) is a well defined element of M. 
Sincee the computation above holds for all x G M. this proves the proposition. G 

Corol laryy 5.57. The hi -valued inner product satisfies: 

00 {ix,r))q = (^r1)qa
(i_i/.1(x). 

ii)ii)  For qx < q2. one has (tv)q2 = b*qi,<]2  {Z-v)Ql bqi.q2 

PROOF.. This follows directly from the general theory, see e.g. [Sa, T] . but we will 
verifyy it explicitly for the case at hand. Concerning i). one computes 

(friV)(friV) qq = \\qD\\2Eq(q'Dr}Cxq-D) 

==  \VlD\\2£q(q-Dr}eq-DqDxq-») 

==  \\qDhSq(q-DlCq-D)eq(q
Dxq-D) 

==  {^)qali/2{x). 

Ass for the second, one writes out. 

fe'/>„fe'/>„ 22 = \W?\\2£qA^DvCq2D) 

Thiss proves /?'). D 

Givenn the explicit computation of the M-valued inner product, it is not difficult 
too observe that the coefficient of the the M — M correspondence H  ̂ associated to 
£,, // G D(H^. q) is given by the completely positive linear map ót „  M —> M defined 
by y 

==  hD\\2Sq(q-
DHxCq-D). 

Ass we have observed above, when the parameterization of £ is analytic, one has 
f^^ G D(H^,q) for q sufficiently large. Therefore, one obtains as above a completely 
positivee map c^ : K\ —> M by 

11-^112 2 

Combinedd with a faithful, semifinite normal weight u on M, a complete positive map 
<p<p : Ki —+ M gives rise, by a GNS-like construction due to Stinespring (see [T]) , to a 
K\K\ — M bimodule which we denote bv HK. 

Propos i t ionn 5.58. There is a unitary isomorphism H  ̂ = H\ of K\ — M bimodules. 

PROOF.. Recall the Stinespring construction: Consider the following pre-inner prod-
uctt on the algebraic tensor product K\ & Hf

A : 

(ki(ki ® 1p\,k2 ® lp2)0 = (^1^0s(f c l f c2)^2>Hf
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Therefore,, for kl ® xv G Kx ® M, we compute 

(k(k11®x®xiinntt
qq,k,k22®x®x22QQtt

qq))00 =  W^-rtv(qDx q̂(q-DTlklk2T^q-D)x2q
D) 

trtr  (x\TEklk2Tl*x2) 

== (kxü\:x1,k2i^X2) Ht 

==  LJ  ̂ {k\k2 ® x\x2) 

Soo the states from which the two Hilbert spaces are cyclically generated are the same, 
andd therefore the Hilbert spaces are isomorphic. D 

Corollar yy 5.59. Suppose that E has one boundary component whose parameteriza-
tiontion extends to an annulus Aq (in particular, is analytic). Then there is a canonical 
embeddingembedding H  ̂ -̂> HA . 

PROOF.. AS above, H  ̂ is determined by a completely positive map 0|., now from C 
too M. Therefore, consider the vector 

(5.25)) ^ := yfimnq = (Ql Q^l/2 Qq £ H<q. 

(Noticee that </>f;(l) > 0, since 0E is completely positive.) By the computation above, 
thiss vector gives rise to a vector state on M that equals OJE- Therefore, the M-
equivariantt extension of 

givess an isometric linear embedding H^  HA , as required.

Propositionn 5.60. For any £ £ <?x- there is a natural embedding H  ̂ ^ L2(M). 

PROOF.. Let S G ^ J, the moduli space of extended surfaces with a parameterization 
thatt extends to Aq. By the previous proposition, we find a canonical embedding 
H^H  ̂ C HA , obtained by the correspondence u;E i—> 0^,. Now, for q < q\< one has 
£*x£*x — ^x i an<^ o ne fin^s m the same manner H  ̂ C HA , by considering the vector 
i/;vLL € Hi . By definition, we have 

Therefore,, the sequence 

(5.26)) 'fe = { V f ' q\~q. 
'' [ 0 , otherwise, 

inducess a well defined, nonzero vector tp^, G L2{M), which is independent of q: For 
QiQi < 92, the difference of the two sequences they define clearly converges to 0. Also, 
itt is clear from the equation above that one has 

(^E. :H/>E}L 2( A 00 = 4 W ^ 

andd acting on this vector defines the desired embedding H  ̂ C L2(M) for £ G Sq
x. 

Since,, as we have seen, the construction of this vector is compatible with the inclusion 
SVSV C EV for qx <q2, this defines an embedding ƒƒ£. C L2(A/) , for any E G ^ 1 . The 
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generall  result now follows from the fact that S^1 C £x is dense. Approximating a 
non-analyticc surface with analytic surfaces and using completeness of L2(M) as a 
Hubertt space, gives a vector defining the required embedding.

Proposit ionn 5.61. For any extended Riemann surface T. there is a natural embedding 
ofof H  ̂ into the coarse correspondence B2 {L2{K ln), L2(Kout)Y 

PROOF.. The proof is essentially the same as for the previous proposition, using the 
algebraa K?? &  A"out. The vacuum state yz constructed in this manner in the canonical 
standardd form of this algebra is then a trace class operator from L2(Kin) to L2(Kout). 
Thee Stinespring construction then gives an embedding into the Hubert Schmidt op-
erators..

Thiss embedding allows an explicit computation of the relative tensor product. For 
example,, consider the case where dH\ = S1 = dH2- Let 7TE, , i — 1, 2 be the projection 
inn L2(AI) onto H  ̂ determined by Proposition 5.60. Since these projection operators 
commutee with the action of M on H  ̂ and L2(M) gives AI in standard form, one 
hass 7T£, G At' = AI. In this case the relative tensor product is given by 

H^H^  MM tf<3 * 7TElL
2(A/)7rE2 C L2(AI). 

5.5.3.. The multiplicit y spaces of H^. Recall from the introduction that the 
quantizationn conjecture posed in [GS1] is basically a conjecture about the geometric 
interpretationn of multiplicity spaces of representations, namely as spaces of holo-
morphicc sections over the symplectically reduced space. We will now try to iden-
tifyy the multiplicity spaces of the positive energy representations H^. First, we 
needd to recall the definition of the space of conformal blocks from [TUY , S3]: 
Lett S G £in.n he a complex cobordism from <9£in = Cm to <9StJllt = Cn and let 
AA = (Ai Xm) £ A*e x . .. A£ and ft = (/JI /*„. ) G A£ x . .. A£ be a collection of 
dominantt weights at level L Define by H  ̂ = H\i <g . .. ® H\in the tensor product of 
thee irreducible positive energy representations at level ( labeled by such a vector of 
weights.. These data define a vector space, called the space of conformal blocks, by 

(5.27)) V^(A,/7) := HomGf (%,H/ 7) . 

Forr simplicity, we write V^(A) = V^(0, A). Next, consider the embedding H  ̂ ^> 
LL22(M)(M) of Proposition 5.60. defined by the vector 5.26. First, we have: 

Proposit ionn 5.62. t;'E is annihilated by the left and right action of Vect(E) x g^. 

P R O O F.. The statement about the left action is obvious, and follows from Proposition 
5.99 together with the fact that the embedding H  ̂ C L2(A1) is M-equivariant and 
mapss the vacuum fi|. to ?/'£ The surprise comes from right action which, a priori, is 
nott present on H^. The essential point is the fact that the operator 

(nln^'J'(nln^'J' 22 € M, , e (0,1) 

iss symmetric, in the sense that for ^ G G  ̂ one has 
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Applyingg this equality of elements in M to the vacuum irq, one obtains 

==  ^ " l i /sM . W> e eg. 

Fromm this we see that in the limi t q —> 1, the vector ^ ^ is fixed by G^ C LG<c- In 
otherr words, one has 

li mm (1^1 - ^ v ? | |H f = 0 , V(^ € Gc-

Butt this equation exactly means that the difference vector V-'f; — ip^ip belongs to the 
ideall  one quotients out in the definition of the direct limi t L2(M). Therefore, one has 
W^^PW^^P — ^T.t vV ^ GQ, and the Proposit ion follows. D 

Wee now come to the main conclusion about the multiplicity spaces: 

T h e o r emm 5.63. The multiplicity spaces of the positive energy representation H  ̂ are 
canonicallycanonically isomorphic to the spaces of conformal blocks, i.e., 

Hi=Hi=  0 V*(A)®tf A. 
AA  e A; 

P R O O F.. The embedding of Proposit ion 5.60 is given by acting with M on the vector 
tpY,tpY, G L2(M). Since if e is an invariant vector for the left and right action of G^, it 
followss that H  ̂ embeds into the G^-invariant part of L2(M). Since L2(M) gives M 
inn standard form, we have the decomposition in irreducibles 

LL22(M)=(M)=  Q)HX®HX. 
AGA; ; 

Sincee the embedding of H  ̂ is clearly LG-equivariant. comparing to the definition 
(5.27),, one has a natural embedding of the multiplicity space of type A G Aj£ into 
V£(\).V£(\). Al l we have to show is that this map is surjective. 
Thee multiplicity space of type A G A^ may be identified with the space of LG-
invariantss (H  ̂ O H*\)LG. Using the coherent state embedding, we have a dense 
embedding g 

Byy the extension of Proposit ion 5.50 by Woodward [Wo] , the right hand side is 
isomorphicc the space of holomorphic section of the dual of the £-fold tensor product 
off  the determinant line bundle over the finite dimensional moduli space ,M(£, A) of 
parabolicc bundles. (Notice that for G = SU(N) the .M(£,A) are always projective 
varietiess [NS] and one can use Hartog's theorem to obtain a slight improvement of 
thee statement in [Wo] , which only deals with orbifolds.) Since, by the theorems in 
[BL ,, P, LS], this space of holomorphic sections over J M ( E, A) is isomorphic to the 
spacee of conformal blocks V^(A) , the result follows.

Att the same time, this argument proves: 
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Coro l la r yy 5.64. The embedding of Proposition 5.61 gives an isomorphism 

fl£fl£  * Ü (Mf* . 

Noticee that this corollary determines the projection TTY. € M defined by H  ̂ explicitly, 
namelyy it is the projection onto the closed subspace of G^-invariants. Theorem 5.63 
andd Corollary 5.64 have obvious generalizations to general complex cobordisms in 
whichh case one has 

X.fl X.fl 

wheree *A = ( *A i . . . . . *A m) . By Proposition 5.61. the correspondence1 H  ̂ embeds into 
thee coarse correspondence B2 (L 2(A' m) . L2(A' ( ) l l t )), and in fact we now have 

(5.28)) Hi  <*  B2(L
2(Kia).L

2(Ktnit)f*  . 

i.e... the Hi lbert-Schmidt operators that intertwine the G5-action. Now we have 
arrivedd at the main conclusion: 

P r o p o s i t i onn 5.65. With respect to the embedding of Proposition 5.61. the isomor-
phism,phism, of Theorem 5.48 is induced by composition of Hilbert- Schmidt operators 

BB22 (Lz{K in).L
2{M)) ® B2(L

2(M).L2(Kmit)) - B2 (Kin. Kmit), 

P R O O F.. First observe that for the coarse correspondence B2 (L2(A";„) , L2(M)) the 
i l /-valuess inner product (with respect to the weight v that is used to construct the 
s tandardd form L2(M)) simply reads 

&'l)&'l) vv = rj°C e H o m ^ ( L2 ( M ) , L 2 ( A / ) ) = M . 

forr £. i) e Bi (L2(KUI), L2(AI)) . Therefore, composition of Hilbert Schmidt operators 
inducess an isometric map 

<p::  B2 (L 2(A' iK ), L2{M)) & B2 (L2(M).L2(Kout)) - . B2 (Km,Kout) 

wit hh respect to the pre-inner product (3.1) computing the relative tensor product on 
thee left hand side. Restr ict ing to the Gc

]- and Gc
2-invariant part of the left hand 

side,, one easily observes that the image is contained in the (7,S-invariant part on the 
rightt hand side. Combining these two facts and using (5.28), one finds a commutative 
d iagram m 

wheree the diagonal is isometric. This map induces a unitary isomorphism. D 
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5.5.4.. A bundle version. As we have seen in section 5.3.7, the Hubert spaces 
H^,H^, for varying complex structures, form a smooth bundle over the moduli spaces 
off  extended surfaces Ex and can be equipped with a projectively flat connection. 
Thee "quantization commutes with reduction"-theorem gives a fiberwise isomorphism 
whenn gluing complex cobordisms. It is natural to investigate whether this defines an 
isomorphismm of Hubert bundles. 

Theoremm 5.66. The quantum reduction isomorphism of Theorem 5.48 defines a 
smoothsmooth isomorphism of Hilbert bundles covering the gluing map in the complex cobor-
dismdism category that preserves the KZ-connection. 

PROOF.. It is easy to see that the fiberwise isomorphisms H  ̂ KU/ H  ̂ = H  ̂ varies 
smoothlyy for E] € EXl and S2 E £x-2, because the isomorphism preserves the vacuum 
vectors,, which vary smoothly over Ex  We therefore have a smooth map TV of Hilbert 
bundles,, covering the gluing map, i.e., the diagram 

glu ing g 

t-Xii  x tx2 * ox 
commutes.. Next, we give the bundle on the left the product connection 

vv = V f z ® 1 + 1®V£Z . 

andd ask whether IT is a flat bundle map, i.e., preserves the connection. As we have 
seen,, T^.£x — Vectc(Sl)/Vectc(Y,). and the connection was defined by the action of 
thee Virasoro algebra on the bundle Hx. The tangent map to the gluing operation 
EEXlXl x Ex2 -»  Ex is given by 

wheree Y1 e Vectc(<9Xt). i — 1,2. The action of the Virasoro algebra is given by the 
Segall  Sugawara construction, and it therefore acts by operators affiliated to M, or, 
equivalently,, by operators belonging to a certain completion of the universal envelop-
ingg algebra of LQ. Therefore, taking the quantum reduction of H  ̂ and H  ̂ , this 
actionn becomes trivial. But since the tangent to the gluing map is given by the map 
above,, this exactly results in the commutativity of the diagram above. D 

5.6.. Application s 

5.6.1.. Factorization of modular  functors. The quantization commutes with 
reductionn theorem gives certain isomorphisms between the multiplicity spaces of the 
representationss involved. Given the decomposition into irreducibles of Theorem 5.03, 
thesee isomorphisms are known as factorization of spaces of conformal blocks. Indeed, 
ass before we label all boundary components of the Riernann surface E by weights 
AA (the incoming boundary) and ft (the outgoing boundary) and consider the corre-
spondingg spaces of conformal blocks V^(A,/7). 
Corollar yy 5.67. The spaces V£(\, fi) have the following properties: 

i)i)  V~£ u s (A, ft) = V£ (Ai./fi ) <g) V-l (A2./Ï2) for £1 and £2 labeled surfaces; 
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ii)ii)  (Factorization) Let E = Ei Ucn ^2? for Ei e £m.7, and E2 6 £n.k- Then 
therethere is a canonical isomorphism 

V £ ( A , £ ) * ®® V £ ( A , * ) ® V ^ Ï 7 . A ) : 
veA; ; 

zn)) dim V^pi = 1. 

iv)iv) The vector spaces V^(A, /7) form a holomorphic vector bundle over the moduli 
spacespace of curves, equipped with a projectively flat connection which is com-
patiblepatible with the gluing isomorphism of ii). 

P R O O F,, i) is trivial , whereas ii)  follows immediately from Theorem 5.48 and Propo-
sit ionn 5.44. Hi) follows from the fact that quantization of the disk gives the basic 
representat ion,, i.e., Hf

D = H0. Finally iv) follows the fact that the KZ-connection is 
LG-equivariant.. By Theorem 5.66. it is compatible with gluing.

AA collection of vector spaces like this is called a modular functor, a concept introduced 
inn [S3]. In this part icular case, i.e.. the chiral Wess-Zumino Wit ten model, factoriza-
t ionn of the spaces of conformal blocks was first proved in [TUY] . From out point of 
view,, it is an immediate corollary of the quantization commutes with reduction theo-
remm 5.48. In fact, using Proposition 5.65, together with the decomposition of L2(M) 
intoo irreducibles, it is not difficul t to observe that the factorization isomorphism is 
givenn by composit ion of homomorphisms 

Homr E,, {H\i  Ho) x Hom T.2 (Hp, H^) —  HomG ï (H^, Hp). 

Thee projective connection induced by our theory is the same as the one used in [TUY] . 
soo we conclude the modular functor constructed here is canonically isomorphic to the 
modularr functor associated to the chiral Wess Zumino Wit ten model. 
Thee l i terature about these spaces is enormous. What is important for us. is the 
factt that the spaces of conformal blocks are finite dimensional, more precisely , their 
dimensionss is given by a series of numbers known as the Verlinde numbers [V] , which 
onlyy depend on the genus and the weights A. /7. This statement was first proved in 
[Fa,, T e l ] . Notice that the factorization property above, induces certain combinatorial 
identit iess between these numbers. We refer to [Be] for a derivation of the formula 
fromm these propert ies. 

5.6 .2.. T h e W e s s - Z u m i n o - W i t t en m o d e l. A remarkable by-product of the 
quant izat ionn commutes with reduction theorem is the following mathematical ly rig-
orouss construction of Wcss Zumino Wit ten model. This is a conformal field theory 
t hatt describes strings moving on a group manifold. Its construction uses both the 
geometr icc and operator algebraic constructions of this chapter. 

Considerr the weight r on M defined in (5.21). Its associated standard form is given by 
H(H(vzwvzw.. Let E be an extended Riemaim surface whose boundary parameterization is 
analyt ic.. By Lemmas 5.46 and 5.55, one lias Slf, G D(H  ̂ T). Following the same line 
off  reasoning as in section 5.5.2, one obtains a completely positive map ÓY,  ~~> ^„ut 

by y 
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Noticee that we have the relation 

4(ar)) = b;<Ma;)&9, VxGM , 

where,, as before bq = {DUJ  ̂ : Dr)_i/2. Therefore the map </>£ can be considered as 
thee limit of the complete positive maps </>| as q —> 1. By the Stinespring construction, 
thee map 0£ gives an embedding 

# EE C B2 (Hwzw in, Hwzw out) , 

wheree the image is the (^-invariant part of the right hand side, and the vacuum 
vectorr £lj, is mapped to a trace class operator 

77(( . ut . zje 
^ EE  nWZW, in nWZW, ouf 

soo that we can write <f>^{x)  = Z^xZ^. This operator is annihilated by the commuting 
leftt and right action of VirKLgc- The main point of this construction is: 

Theoremm 5.68. The Hilbert space H ẑw and the trace class operators Z  ̂ constitute 
aa conformal field theory in the sense of Definition 2.26. 

PROOF.. Of course, the operator Z  ̂ is only well defined up to a complex scalar, 
reflectingg the ambiguity in the choice of vacuum vector £1  ̂6 Hj>.  Let us first prove 
thatt the assignment E ~-+ Z  ̂ defines a functor, i.e., that the gluing property 

^£ii  ° ^E2
 =

 ZY, 

holdss projectively when E = Ei U51 E2. Since we use the weight r. we know by 
Propositionn 5.47 that the geometric isomorphism of Proposition 5.50 coincides with 
thee operator algebraic isomorphism of Proposition 5.65. By Corollary 5.53 this iso-
morphismm maps coherent states to coherent states, in particular the vacuum. By 
Propositionn 5.65 this isomorphism is induced by composition of Hilbert-Schmidt op-
erators,, and therefore the gluing property holds. This proves functoriality. 
Thee other properties are easy to check: The functor is clearly monoidal, and the 
*-property y 

ftft = 4 
followss from the definition of Z^.

Thee central charge of this conformal field theory can easily be read off from the 
commutingg left and right representation of Diff +(5'1) on H T̂ZW. Since these are both 
givenn by integration of the Segal Sugawara construction, the central charge is given by 
{c,c),{c,c), where c — £dim.Q/(£ + c). Notice that this conformal field theory is non-chiral. 
i.e.,, the underlying projective functor is not holomorphic or anti-holomorphic. 
Thiss conformal field theory is called the Wess-Zumino-Witten model. For a physics 
descriptionn in terms of path integrals we refer to [Ga]. On this level of rigor, one can 
understandd the relationship between the coherent states for A1(E) and the partition 
functionn of the WZW-model by formally manipulating along the lines of [Wi2] . Sim-
ilarly,, the general coherent states iYA, A G -4(E) constitute a family of trace class 
mapss Z  ̂ having similar gluing properties. These are the partition functions of the 
so-calledd gauged WZW model, as described in [Ga]. 
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Noticee that the gluing property of the conformal field theory is equivalent to the 

relation n 

P E22 ° <PE, — <?s 

off  the complete positive maps that give the coefficients of the vacuum. From the 
pointt of view of the coefficients ó  ̂ this gives a certain "asymptotic morphism" in the 
sensee that 

li mm | | c4 (<4 (x)) -oi(x)\\ = 0. 
'j—- i i 

5.6 .3.. P r o j e c t i ve flatness. As we have seen, the quantization method adopted 
heree suffers from the general defect known from geometric quantization, namely its 
dependencee on the choice of polarization, in this case the choice of a complex struc-
turee on the underlying surface X. In other words, whereas the "classical" moduli 
spacee of flat connections defined a functor from the topological cobordism category to 
thee category of dual pairs, the "quantum" theory merely defines a functor from the 
complexx cobordism category into the category of von Neumann algebras. We want 
somehoww to remedy this defect, rendering the theory topological, so as to obtain a 
functorr from the topological cobordism category. Closely related to this is the imple-
mentat ionn of action of the mapping class group on the Hilbert space H^: Since the 
actionn of the mapping class group on the moduli space M{T.) given in Proposit ion 
4.88 is not holomorphic, like1 for example the action of LG. there is no " 
representat ionn on H^. 

I tt is natural to expect the Hilbert spaces H  ̂ to be isomorphic in the category of 
posit ivee energy representations for varying E G Ex- Notice that requiring the H^ 
'ss to be isomorphic in the category of cyclic ^ / -modules, ( that is, as positive energy 
representat ionss H  ̂ wi th a preferred cyclic vector i lv , see Remark 5.49) is certainly 
tooo strong, as one can already see from the properties in Proposit ion 5.9 satisfied by 
thee vacuum Q^. In fact, this was exactly the picture presented in section 5.4.1 by 
thee special case of complex surfaces that are topologically annuli, i.e., that give the 
s tandardd form of M: Whereas all Hilbert spaces are isomorphic to the fixed Hilbert 
spacee i / w z w . the cyclic vector Uf

A varies as A moves over the semigroup of annuli S. 
Ass wv have seen in section 5.3.7. the family of Hilbert space H^. for varying complex 
structures,, forms a smooth bundle of Hilbert spaces over the moduli space of extended 
Riemannn surfaces £\. In principle, OIK1 way to obtain the desired LG-isomorphisms 
betweenn the Hilbert spaces corresponding to different complex structure on the under-
lyingg topological surface X would be to integrate the KZ-connection on the bundle 
7i7ixx —> £x. Since this connection is projectively flat, one would obtain a projective 
representat ionn of the fundamental group of £\-, that is the mapping class group, on 
ƒƒ£.. However, as remarked the connection is not hermit ian. As a result, the isomor-
phismss obtained would not be isometric- and the representation of the mapping class 
groupp not unitary. 

Wee therefore proceed in a different way, following the idea of G. Segal [S3] that this 
connectionn is integrated by the semigroup of annuli S. c.f. Remark 2.5.7. Like the 
Virasoroo algebra. S has a natural action both on the moduli space £x by gluing, as 
welll  as on the Hilbert space H^. Proceeding analogous to the construction of the KZ-
connection,, we have1 to use a polar decomposition to make the isomorphisms unitary, 
c.f.. Remark 5.30. The action of the semigroup S alone is not enough to establish 
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unitaryy equivalence over the whole moduli space Ex, but together with Theorem 5.48 
andd a pants decomposition, one obtains the desired result. 
Theree is an obvious action of Diff +(S'1) on each Ex by changing the boundary pa-
rameterization.. Obviously, we have: 

L e m m aa 5.69. Let Y, E Ex and ƒ E D i fF^S1) . Up to a projective factor, there is a 
uniqueunique unitary intertwiner H  ̂ = H^*^. 

PROOF.. By Proposition 5.24, the two vacuum vectors fif,  and f2^.E in T®1 satisfy 

«Umi«Umi = nJ.E, 
wheree ƒ € Diff (S1) is a certain lif t of ƒ, and we use the natural projective repre-

sentationn of Diff +(5'1) on the Fock space. By the Lemma 5.2, the representation n^ 

off  Diff +(5'1) can be factorized into two representations TT and a lying in M and its 

commutantt M'. Therefore a(f) induces a unitary isomorphism H  ̂ = ^ f * s - ^ ^s a n 

intertwinerr since cr(f) E M'.

Becausee of this lemma, the dependence of the positive energy representation H  ̂ on 
thee boundary parameterization is rather innocent. In principle we can now take the 
quotientt of the action of Diff+fS'1) on Ex and investigate the dependence on the "'real 
moduli".. To do so, introduce the subset Ex Q Ex of extended Riemann surfaces of 
topologicall  type X, whose boundary parameterization is proport ional to the arc length 
wit hh respect to a metric of constant curvature representing the conformal equivalence 
class.. The action of Diff +(5'1) on Ex induces an action of RotfS'1) = T on Ex- In 
fact,, one has the diffeomorphism 

Ex^ExEx^Ex XTDiff+fS 1). 

Thee extension of the action of Diff+fS'1) on Ex to the semigroup of annuli, induces 

ann action of the semigroup C*<1 on Ex- For example, for the disk one has ED — {pt-}, 

whereass for the cylinder, see (2.6) one finds EQ — C%i with the obvious action of the 

semigroupp C < : on itself. 

Propos i t i onn 5.70. Let £ E Ex and A E S. Up to a projective factor, there is a 
uniqueunique unitary intertwiner H  ̂ = H  ̂ A that implements the semigroup of annuli. 

PROOF.. The existence of the isomorphism follows from Theorem 5.48 and the fact 
thatt quantization of the moduli space over an annulus A € <S gives the standard form 
off  A/, see Proposition 5.34, together with property i) of Proposit ion 3.8; 

slsl  K M HA= HE. 

Explicitly ,, this isomorphism is given by continuous extension of 

xQxQ((
AA <S>UA v i-> xv, v E ƒƒ£, x e M, 

whichh is isometric with respect to the pre-inner product on D(HA,UA) QH^. (Notice 

thatt D{HA,uA) =MÜe
A.) 

Wee now want to check that the composition of the map H  ̂ —  HA <S>H^, v i—» v®QA, 
wit hh this isomorphism induces the canonical action of the semigroup of annuli on 
Hj,.Hj,. Therefore, we first consider the subsemigroup C<l 5 i.e., the standard annulus 
AAqq E S, q E (0,1). Recall that in section 5.4.1, we have given explicit isomorphisms 
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U<U< qq : H'Aq - ff£,zw satisfying U^U  ̂ = t /£. 0 < 9l < q2 < 1. where t / ^ : 
/f^^ —» H(

A is the canonical isomorphism. This map sends 

QQff
AqAq >-  rqgL ü e A/. 

wheree rq G Z(M) is a certain normalization factor. Since the canonical isomorphism 
H(H(vzwvzw KIA/ ƒƒ£ = H  ̂ is induced by the action of M on H^. it is clear from this expres-
sionn that the isomorphism above indeed implements the semigroup (0,1). Indeed, the 
semigroupp property follows from the chain property Uq2Uf = Uqi. 0 < q\ < q2 < 1. 
Sincee the semigroup of annuli is generated by Aq, q G (0.1) and the action of 
Diff+fS 1)-- the result now follows. D 

Remarkk 5.71. As stated above, one should think of the semigroup of annuli as inte-
gratingg the Virasoro algebra, and therefore the construction of this proposition should 
givee an integrated version of the Knizhnik Zamalodchikov connection. However, the 
generatorss of the action of this semigroup do not exactly coincide with the generators 
off  the Segal -Sugawara construction. For example, the generator of the subsemigroup 
(0.1). . 

dqdq q=1 " ^ i V < ? -! ) 
iss a small perturbation of Lo in the center of M. This adjustment of the Knizhnik-
Zamalodchikovv connection seems to be necessary to make it unitary. Notice that 
fromm the point of view of 2-Hilbert spaces (see below) such positive operators in the 
centerr of M are harmless, since they merely scale the inner product in an isotypical 
componentt of the representation of LG. However, notice that this only happens when 
onee moves in the "selfadjoint direction" of the connection, i.e.. when perturbing the 
truee moduli of the underlying surfaces. In the ''skew-adjoint" direction one merely 
changess the parameterization of the boundaries, c.f. Proposition 5.69. The unitary 
isomorphismm obtained there is clearly the integrated form of the KZ-connection. i.e.. 
noo perturbation is needed. 

Proposit ionn 5.72. For E. E' G £2.1 there is a unitary isomorphism H  ̂ = H^,, In 
fact,fact, each H^. E G f2.1 carries a projective representation of the braid group on two 
strands,strands, and the isomorphism above, is unique, up to composition with this action. 

PROOF.. Again we ignore the boundary parameterizations, i.e., we work over 82,1  It 
iss well known [Ab] that the conformal equivalence class of a pair of pants surface is 
determinedd by three real parameters. Adding a point on each boundary component, 
onee finds that any element in £2,1 is isomorphic to one of the form 

(5.29)) Pi;,,r/1,f/2 = {z e C. \<h\ < \z\ < 1, \z- w\ > \q2\}. 

forr complex numbers 0 < \w\ < 1. and 0 < \qi\ < \w\ — \q2\ < 1 -2 |g2|, with boundary 
pointss (1, <7i, w + q2). Therefore, these parameters give us explicit coordinates on £2,1 -
andd the action of (C*<l)

xS induced from the semigroup of annuli is given by 

(5.30)) {pup2,f>3)  {w.qi,q2) = (pAU-*Pip3qi-p2p:iq2), (Pup2-P3) € ( C <1 ) x 3 . 

Fromm this action, one easily observes that an isomorphism H  ̂ = H  ̂ exists by 
Propositionn 5.70, by first acting with p  ̂ G C<2 to match the position of w;, and 
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subsequentlyy by p2 and p$ to adjust the boundary. However, in this procedure, one 
iss free to move the w-coordinate around the origin, and by Proposition 5.69 this 
producess operators e2niL° € Z(M) in the isomorphism. As is well known, this action 
generatess the braid group on two strands (= Z), and the result follows. D 

Forr general higher genus surfaces, the action of the semigroup of annuli alone does 
nott suffice to give a unitary isomorphism H  ̂ = H  ̂ for all So, Ei G Ex- However, 
byy Theorem 5.48, we can use a pants decomposition of both surfaces, and this leads 
to: : 

Propositionn 5.73. For £, £' G Tx, there is a canonical isomorphism H  ̂ = H^,. 

PROOF.. Let us first try to construct an isomorphism H  ̂ = H^,. Let X have Euler 
characteristicc x{X) = 2 — 2g-n<0 (the exceptional cases are dealt with by the 
previouss Propositions), and fix a pants decomposition of X. This consists of 3g — 3-f 2n 
closedd curves C = {a\,... , a:3g_3+2n}  in X such that X\C is a disjoint union of 
2g2g — 2 + n surfaces isomorphic to a three holed sphere. By Theorem 5.48, this induces 
aa canonical isomorphism 

(5.31)) Hi ^ < ^ M . . . HA*  H ^ _a + n, 

wheree ( P i , . . ., P2g-2+n) € £2,1  We have a similar decomposition of £'. The desired 
isomorphismm is induced by applying Proposition 5.72 to each component. Of course 
thiss isomorphism depends on the pants decomposition of X, but in fact only on the 
isotopyy class of the collection of curves C = (QI, . .. ,a39_3+2n): Since two isotopic 
curvess determine an annulus, it follows from Theorem 5.48 that the induced isomor-
phismss are the same. Furthermore, the isomorphism may be composed with the braid 
actionn on each of these three holed spheres. To remove this ambiguity, we may fix a 
markingg on each of the pair of pants surfaces, as in [BK] . Therefore, the isomorphism 
iss unique for complex surfaces with a decomposition C up to isotopy, and a marking 
onn each of the three holed spheres. But such a collection of objects exactly correspond 
too points in Tx-

Keepingg in mind that Teichmiiller space Tx is the universal cover of Ex-, and may 
thereforee be identified with the space of homotopy classes of paths in Ex  ̂ the Propo-
sitionn above clearly resembles the integrated form of a projectively flat connection. 
Whenn taking the quotient to Ex, one therefore expects an action of the fundamen-
tall  group Tti(Ex) — T(X,dX) on H^. To make this action explicit, consider a 
closedd loop 7 : Sl —> £. By Theorem 5.48, this induces a canonical isomorphism 
H^H  ̂ B M H  ̂ = H^, where £1 and £2 are the two parts in which £ is decomposed 
byy 7. Consider now the operator 

11 ® e27"L,) 

onn H  ̂ ® H  ̂ . Since e27TlL° e Z(M), this operator intertwines the M-action, and 
descendss to the quotient H  ̂ M\f H  ̂ , denoted 1 SA; e27TlL°. Notice that since the 
modularr automorphism group is trivial, one has 

11 SA / e27r,L" = e27riL° mM 1, 

i.e.,, both operators on H  ̂ ® H  ̂ have the same quotient. Combined with the 
isomorphismm of Theorem 5.48, this determines a unitary operator T7 : H  ̂ —  H^. Its 
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adjointt is evidently given by 

Thee main conclusion about these operators is given by the following: 

T h e o r emm 5.74. The operators T  ̂ only depend on the isotopy class 0/7 and constitute 

aa projective, unitary representation of the. mapping class group T(X.dX) on H  ̂ in the 

commutantcommutant of LG. These representations are compatible with the gluing isomorphisms 

ofof Theorem 5.48. 

R e m a rkk 5 .75. This is the quantum version of Proposition 4.8 for the moduli space 
off  flat connections. The compatibil ity of the representation with the gluing isomor-
phismss implies that the H ^, for varying E. constitute a representation of the Te-
iehmullerr tower of groupoids, see [BK] . 

P R O O F.. Of course, the definition of T7 is motivated by Proposit ion 5.69. by which it 
implementss the geometric Dehn twist obtained by cutt ing E along -) and gluing back 
afterr rotat ion over 2TT. A S is well known, these generate the mapping class group. As 
remarkedd in the proof of Proposition 5.73. two isotopic curves cut out an annulus and 
byy associativity of the relative tensor product, the induced operators are equivalent. 
Next,, the easiest way to show that the T\ generate a representation of the mapping 
classs group is to use the isomorphism 

#£== 0 V£(A)£i/A 
AGG A* 

off  Theorem 5.63. Since the T  ̂ evidently commute with the action of M, they in-
ducee operators on the multiplicity spaces V^{A) . But this operator is simply given 
byy integrating the KZ-connection. viewed as a connection on the finite dimensional 
vectorr bundle of conformal blocks V^(A) . see Corollary 5.67. along the path induced 
byy 7 connecting E with its Dehn twist. Since the A'Z-connection is a projectively 
flatflat connection on a finite dimensional vector bundle, this consti tutes a projective 
representat ionn of the mapping class group. D 

5.6 .4.. M o d u l a r  t ensor  categor ies. Having established that the quantization 
iss independent of the complex structure, we now turn to the relation with topological 
quan tumm field theory, or, equivalently. with modular tensor categories. The aim is to 
constructt a modular functor in the sense of Definition 2.13 and use Theorem 2.18. 
First,, we need to reduce the representation category: 

Def in i t i o nn 5.76. Let C be the category of positive energy representations of LG at 
levell  / for which the operator qL<\ q G C<] is trace class, with morphisms given by 
boundedd intertwiners. 

I tt is wrell known, see [PS], that all irreducible representations at level (. are objects 
off  this category, so that, by the classification of positive energy representations, ob-
jectss of C are finite sums of irreducibles, in other words, representations with finite-
dimensionall  multiplicity spaces. For example, the Fock space T is not an element of 
C.C. This restriction should be compared with the usual definition of the representation 
categoryy of a compact Lie group as consisting of finite dimensional representations. 
Thiss category is completely described by the Peter -Weyl theorem, which in turn leads 
too a complete determinat ion of the group by Tannaka Krein duality. In the category 
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CC of positive energy representations, a similar role is played by the Hilbert space 
obtainedd by quantization of an annulus, i.e., the Hilbert space of the Wess Zumino 
Wit tenn model. Next, the modular functor that we wil l construct on this category is 
unitary,, so we wil l first discuss the 2-Hilbert space structure on C. 

2-Hilbert2-Hilbert spaces. Since objects of C have finite dimensional multiplicity spaces, 
thee Hom-sets are finite-dimensional vector spaces (over C). As a consequence of the 
factt that we defined a positive energy representation to be unitary on a Hilbert space, 
thee category is more than just an abelian category: 

Propos i t i onn 5.77. The category C has the structure of a finite dimensional 2-Hilbert 
space. space. 

PROOF.. Recall from the definition of a 2-Hilbert space [B] that we have to give 3 
functorss corresponding to addit ion, scalar multiplication, and the inner product. The 
first, first, 

®:CxC^C, ®:CxC^C, 

iss simply given by the direct sum of positive energy representations. The second, the 
"scalarr product" 

®® : Hil b xC -»  C, 

tensorss a positive energy module H with a finite dimensional vector space V, V <g) H, 
i.e.,, changes the multiplicities. Finally, the 2-inner product 

(( . )c:CxC  ̂ Hilb, 

iss given by the relative tensor product over M, i.e., 

(H[,H(H[,H 22))CC := Hi MM H2. 

Noticee that here it is essential that we assume that the objects in C have finite dimen-
sionall  multiplicity spaces, otherwise this Hilbert space would not be finite dimensional. 
Noticee that the 2-inner product is simply the Horn-set H o m c ( i 7 i , F2 ) endowed with 
ann inner product. The verification of all the axioms of a 2-Hilbert space is easy and is 
leftt to the reader. Finally, since C is semi-simple and has a finite set of isomorphism 
classess of simple objects, the 2-Hilbert space is finite dimensional. D 

Off  course, there is also an alternative inner product on the Hom-sets, given by 

(x,y)(x,y)qq = trE (x*yqLo) , x,y G H o mc ( £ , F ). 

I tt differs from the one given above by multiplication with &m\q{H\) in each irreducible 
summand.. The advantage of the inner product given in the Proposit ion is that i t 
describess the decomposition of arbi trary positive energy representation E in C in the 
sensee that the canonical map 

00 Homc( t f  A, E)®HX  ̂ E, ipx ® vx ^ ipx(vx) e E, 

AA G A ; 

noww becomes a unitary isomorphism of positive energy representations. 
Supposee now that E = Ei U51 E2 is a closed Riemann surface, obtained by gluing Ei 
andd E'2 along a boundary. Then, motivated by Theorem 5.48 one defines 
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Thiss should define the Hubert space of the quantizat ion of the moduli space of fiat 
connectionss over a closed compact Riemann surface. The notation fits nicely into 
thee framework of 2d -TQFT, but only in a "categorified" way: Whereas a 2d T Q FT 
iss given by a functor from the 2-diniensional cobordism category to the category of 
finit ee dimensional Hilbert spaces, we now have a functor to the bicategory of finite 
dimensionall  2-Hilbert spaces. Therefore, a general cobordism. i.e., with nonempty 
incomingg and outgoing boundary, should induce a functor between 2-Hilbert spaces. 
Thiss is what we wil l do next. 

Noticee that for any addit ive functor G : C\ —  C-i between two 2-Hilbert spaces, the 
equal i ty y 

{G{E).F){G{E).F)CC = (E,G*{F))C, V £ e O b ( C i ), F e O b ( C2 ) 

determines,, up to natural equivalence, a functor G* : C2 —> C\. This functor is called 
thee adjoint of G. 

StructureStructure functors. As is well known, factorization of modular functors lies at 
thee basis of the fact that the representation category of a loop group at level (' is a 
modularr tensor category, see [BK] . Their description of the structure of this category 
iss ra ther indirect, by identifying the Horn-sets of the relevant structure functors, such 
ass for example the tensor product, with the spaces of conformal blocks. A positive 
by-productt of the description we have given is that we obtain an explicit description 
off  the functors themselves: 

T h e o r emm 5.78. Any complex cobordism E € £m.n induces a functor 

(5.32)) U£ : C_ 

satisfyingsatisfying the following properties: 

i)i)  When E = Ei Uck E2, there is a natural transformation 

(5.33)) U^U^oU^ 

Ü)Ü) Uf
A =*  Ida. for A^E. 

iiï)iiï)  When E and E' are topologically equivalent, there is a natural transfoimation 

iv)iv) A central extension of the mapping class group F(E,<9E) acts on U  ̂ by 
naturalnatural transformations, compatible with the gluing isomorphism (5.33). 

v)v) The adjoint of U  ̂ is given by 

R e m a rkk 5.79. It is difficul t to trace the origin of this type of theorems in T Q F T. 
Thee idea is certainly present in. e.g.. [Fr2] and has been advocated in this part icular 
case,, i.e., the category of positive energy representations at fixed level, by G. Segal. 
Seee also [KeLu ] for an axiomatic approach to T Q FT in these terms. Remark that 
aa complete proof of this theorem can be obtained from the approach in [BK] , i.e.. 
usingg closed curves and factorization properties when such curves degenerate. The 
prooff  we give however seems much more natural. 
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PROOF.. The functor U  ̂ is evidently defined on objects by 

U-z{H\,U-z{H\,...,..., Hm) — Hi MM . .. S M Hm MM H^, 

wheree Hi,... ,Hn are positive energy representations at level £. For intertwiners 
fi,fi,  i fm G Mor(C), we define 

Uiifi,...,Uiifi,..., fm) = fiMM ... MM fm MM 1H<. 

Thatt this indeed defines a functor follows from the elementary properties of the rel-
ativee tensor product stated in Proposition 3.8. Notice that it is essential that the 
multiplicityy spaces of H^, i.e., the spaces of conformal blocks, are finite dimensional. 
Partt i) follows from Theorem 5.48, and part ii)  follows from Proposition 5.34 together 
withh the fact that the standard form of a von Neumann algebra acts as a left and right 
unitt for the relative tensor product, Proposition 3.8 i). Property iii)  follows from the 
unitaryy isomorphism constructed in Proposition 5.73, and part iv) is a restatement 
off  Theorem 5.74. The last property follows from Proposition 5.33 iii).  D 

Remarkk 5.80. The type of functors we are using here, are called Stinespring func-
torss in [Sa]. Indeed, since by definition the vector Jl|. is cyclic, the functor U% is 
determinedd by the completely positive map </>£, 

Fromm the abstract point of view of category theory, the functors U  ̂ are representable 
byy the objects H^. 

Propositionn 5.81. For every E £ Ex, there is a canonical linear map ipY.  E —> 
U^(E),U^(E), ME G Ob(C), intertwining the G^-action, 

<Pm<Pm ° ^s = -0s ° <Pouu V(v?m, ipout) € Gc

TheseThese maps are compatible with the natural transformations (5.33) in the sense that 

PROOF.. Let E E Ob(C) be a positive energy representation. Define the map ip^:
E^Ul(E)E^Ul(E)  by 

Me)Me) = irT{e®Tn
t
i:), e e E. 

Thiss map intertwines the action of G^, because of the fact that by (5.14), 1^ in-
tertwiness this action, and the projection nr satisfies the balancing property (5.24). 
Sincee we have by Corollary 5.53 that 

underr the gluing isomorphism of Theorem 5.48, the composition property of these 
mapss follows.

Existencee of such maps was remarked in [Tel]. The point of view should now be 
clear:: For varying complex structure, these universal maps V;s differ, whereas the 
functorr £/£ remains the same up to natural transformation. 

Propositionn 5.82. For every E G Ob(C), the map ipA  E —> E, A € S induced by 
thethe natural isomorphism in Theorem 5.78 ii), implements the canonical action of the 
semigroupsemigroup S on a positive energy representation E. 
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PROOF.. Let E be a positive energy representation. Lot Aj, A2S. Since the gluing 
isomorphismm HA Klju HA = Hf

A 4 of Theorem 5.48 maps Qf
A <2- Ql

A >—> QA Ar . we 
indeedd get an action of the semigroup of annuli. To see that it coincides with the 
usuall  action given by the Segal-Sugawara construction, observe that the canonical 
isomorphismm H[S-7AK MM E = E is induced by the isometric map x 2 e i -> xe, x e Mr. 
Thee isomorphism HA = #W zw constructed in section 5.4.1 maps Ql \—> rqq

L> ', with 
rr qq E Z{M) for normalization. Combining with the isomorphism above yields the 
isomorphismm of Theorem 5.78 ii). But then its is clear that this is equivalent to the 
usuall  action of the semigroup 80.1) on E by contractions. The general action of S 
followss easily by composing with elements of Di f f +(51) . D 

ModularModular tensor categories. Finally we describe the modular tensor structure of 
thee category of positive energy representations at a given level ('. This structure is 
entirelyy determined by the functors of Theorem 5.78. 

T h e o r emm 5.83. The category C of positive energy representations of LG at level ( is 
aa modular tensor category. 

R e m a rkk 5.84. This theorem is by now well-known, but difficul t to prove. There are 
essentiallyy three different proofs of this statement in the l i terature. The proof of [F] 
usess the algebraic work of Kazhdan and Lusztig [KL] , and the functor C  Rep(G) 
givenn on objects by E ^ E(0). This functor only becomes monoidal after deforming 
thee representation category of G to that of the quantum group U(l(g) at root of unity 
qq — cnr/((+<  Second, the approach of [HL ] uses the formalism of vertex operator 
algebras.. Thirdly, and most closely related to the proof we give here, is the proof in 
[BL ]]  chapter 7, using the modular functor of [TUY] , along the lines suggested by 
[MS]. . 

P R O O F.. The strategy of the proof is simple: We construct a modular functor in the 
sensee of Definition 2.13 and use Theorem 2.18. Finally, we prove that the category is 
rigid. . 
Forr every triple g.m.n € N. we choose a "standard" Riemann surface E3 £ £m.n(g) 
off  genus g. m incoming and n outgoing boundaries. By Theorem 5.78, this gives rise 
too a functor 

andd carries an action of the mapping class group T(E. 0T,) by natural transformations. 
Thesee "standard" surfaces can be viewed as morphisms in a bicategory. with objects 
givenn by the natural numbers (i.e.. disjoint unions of S1) , for every triple (g,m.n) a 
morphismm from in to n (i.e., the '"standard" surface E( /) . and as 2-arrows elements 
off  the mapping class group r (Ef f . dEt f ) . This category is equivalent to Cob2, see 
e.g.. [KeLu] . Using this equivalence, we obtain a topological modular functor in the 
sensee of Definition 2.13. By Theorem 2.18, the category C carries a weak modular 
tensorr structure. I t is easy to observe that the category is rigid, for example by the 
equivalencee with Rep(t/f / (g)).

Thiss Theorem is the gives the ul t imate conclusion of the wrhole exercise of quantization 
off  the moduli space of flat connections. Let us briefly discuss the main structures in 
thiss category. Most importantly, there is the monoidal structure on C, called the fusion 
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product.product. Fix a pair of pants surface P = Pw,q.q, with q G (0,1) and 2g < w < 1 — q, 
c.f.. (5.29). For two positive energy representations at level £, H\ and H2, their fusion 
productt is defined as 

HHXX®H®H22 := UP{HUH2) = Hx B A / tf£ ^ A / # 2, 

andd is a positive energy representation at level £. Obviously, this is the quantization 
off  the classical fusion product of Hamiltonian loop group manifolds discussed in 4.3.2. 
Givenn the identification of the multiplicity spaces of Hp with the spaces of conformal 
blockss on P in Theorem 5.63, this definition of fusion is equivalent to the one proposed 
byy G. Segal [S3]. However notice that we work in a manifestly uni tary framework. 
Anotherr unitary definition of fusion was given by A. Wassermann [Wa], using different 
(butt also operator algebraic) methods. As explained there, it should be thought of 
ass a "limit " when the two incoming boundaries approach the outgoing boundary. 
Finally,, an algebraic definition was given by Kazhdan and Lusztig in [KL] . 
Ass we have seen in Theorem 5.83, the fusion product is associative up to unitary 
equivalencee and has a monoidal unit given by the quantization of the moduli space 
off  flat connections over a disk, i.e., by the basic representation HQ. The braiding 
isomorphism m 

#1.22 : Hi®H2 -=-> H2®H1. 
wee have essentially seen in Proposit ion 5.72. Recall that this is given by a diffeo-
morphismm of a three holed sphere exchanging the two incoming boundaries, giving a 
naturall  equivalence between the functors Up and U^.P, where o G S2 permutes the 
boundaryy components. Notice that one has a  Pw,q.q — P-W,q,q in £"2,1, and P and 
aa  P are connected by the path 0 \—> Pwe>e q q, 0 G [0,7r] in £2.1- This path is induced 
byy the diagonal one parameter subgroup 9 1— (e 'ö,e~1 0, e~'e) G T'3 under the action 
(5.30)) on £"2,1. By Proposition 5.72, the unitary isomorphism Hp ~ He

aP is induced 
byy the operator 

33 = ei7ïAo ® e
_ i w A ° ® e - ' ^ 0 

onn JF® (g) Ty % Tv . This induces the desired braiding isomorphism. Notice that in 
thee limi t that P goes to the Shilov boundary of £2.1 i.e., when the incoming circles 
"touch""  the outgoing boundary, this braiding approaches the one given in [Wa]. 
Finally,, the twist isomorphism 6H : H —> H is given by 

99HH = e2lTiL». 

Inn this case, one can check the axioms for a r ibbon category explicitly: The relation 

followss at once from the identity 

fjfj 22 — e-2niLo jo, g27r/L0 ~ e'2-KiL,) 




